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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Russel Brand discusses the con5icts of interest that arise when a regulatory

agency is funded by the industry it is charged with regulating. Take the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration, for example. In years past, the FDA was funded entirely by U.S. taxpayers.

Today, nearly 45% of its annual budget comes from user fees paid by the drug companies that seek

approval for a given product, Brand says. This transition from public to corporate funding has had a

signiHcant impact on how the agency operates, and it’s clearly not in the public’s best interest.

Brand cites data showing the FDA has gone from a drug approval rate of 38% in 2005 to 61% in

2018. In situations where a drug is aimed at a disease where few medication options already exist,

89% of new drug applications are approved on the Hrst try.

Has drug development simply gotten that much better? Probably not. The fact is that drug

companies view the FDA’s user fees as payment for service rendered, and that service includes

approval. They’re not paying for the FDA to turn them down.

Why FDA and Big Pharma Have a Trust Problem

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the FDA issued emergency use authorizations for

completely novel types of “vaccine” in a matter of weeks. While some applaud this speediness, it’s

worth remembering that as speedy approvals have increased with other drugs, so have the number

found to be harmful after the fact.

Data cited by Brand show that 21% of FDA approved medications ultimately had to be removed

from the market or be given a black box warning. Essentially, if you’re taking a newly approved drug,

the chances that this drug will be found to be extremely dangerous is 1 in 5, which is hardly

encouraging!

A 2017 Yale study  found the situation is even more dire than that, showing nearly 1 in 3 FDA

approved drugs ends up having new safety issues detected in the years following approval.

The FDA is also allowing drug makers to proHt at the expense of public health by allowing them to

“claim success in trials based on proxy measurements instead of clinical outcomes like survival

rates or cures, which take more time to evaluate,” Caroline Chen notes in a June 2018 ProPublica

article.

FDA Advisers Receive Payouts to Approve Drugs

In addition to that, “pay-later con5icts of interest” are widespread, according to an investigation by

the journal Science.  This is when doctors who advise the FDA or sit on drug panels that are in

charge of drug approval are paid by drug makers AFTER the approval is a done deal.

Science examined 107 physician FDA advisers who voted on drug approvals. Of those, 40 ended up

receiving more than $10,000 in post hoc earnings from the drug company whose drug they voted to

approve; 26 of them got more than $100,000 and six were paid more than $1 million. FDA advisers

who help drug makers gain approval also reap rewards in other ways. As noted by Science:

“The FDA says its rules, along with federal laws, stop employees from improperly cashing

in on their government service. But Science found that employees at the agency often reap

later rewards — jobs or consulting work — from the makers of the drugs …

A 2016 study found that 15 of the 26 employees who left the agency later worked or

consulted for the biopharmaceutical industry. Of the more than $24 million in personal

payments or research support from industry to the 16 top-earning advisers, 93% came from

the makers of drugs those advisers previously reviewed.”

FDA Has Already Lost Most of Its Credibility

As argued by Brand, the data is rather unequivocal. It tells us corruption is rampant and the FDA

has completely abandoned its charter to ensure public health and safety. It’s really just there to give

the appearance that someone is looking out for public health, while in actuality it’s a venue through

which drug makers are enabled to proHt from unsafe and unproven drugs.

The sad reality is that while FDA approval used to mean something, today it has basically lost all

meaning. Just because a drug is FDA-approved doesn’t mean it’s been proven safe and effective.

Again and again, drugs are found to have serious safety issues in the years after their approval. As

a result, drug companies are allowed to beneHt while public health is sacriHced, which is precisely

the situation that the FDA was created to prevent.

FDA Approves COVID Boosters for Seniors

September 17, 2021, the FDA approved the PHzer-BioNTech COVID shot Comirnaty as a third-dose

booster for people over the age of 65 and other high-risk individuals. As reported by The Vaccine

Reaction September 19, 2021:

“Despite not convening the Vaccines and Related Biologic Products Advisory Committee

(VRBPAC) last month to vote on effectiveness and safety of the PWzer-BioNTech COVID-19

vaccine (licensed under the name COMIRNATY), the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) convened the advisory committee on Friday, Sept. 17, 2021 to vote on booster doses

of the vaccine.

The FDA asked the VRBPAC to vote ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on the following question: Do the safety and

effectiveness data from clinical trial C4591001 support approval of a COMIRNATY booster

dose administered at least six months after completion of the primary series for use in

individual 16 years of age and older?

The C4591001 booster dose study did not include any subjects under 18 years of age and

only 12 subjects 65-85 years of age in Phase 1 of the trial and none in Phase 2/3.”

At the end of the day, 16 of the 18 VRBPAC members voted “no” on approving a Comirnaty booster

dose for people over the age of 16. A second vote was then hastily thrown together, after members

indicated they’d be comfortable recommending a booster for seniors and “people at high risk of

severe COVID-19,” which the FDA is deHning as health care workers and those at increased risk of

exposure due to their occupation.

This unscheduled second vote passed unanimously. However, as reported by The Vaccine

Reaction:

“It’s important to note the data VRBPAC was asked to consider for Vote #2 is different than

for Vote #1. For Vote #2 they were instructed to consider the ‘totality of scientiWc evidence

available’ — not just PWzer’s booster dose clinical trial.

Had the VRBPAC been required to only consider the evidence provided by PWzer, it would

have had to base its decision on data from only 12 subjects 65 years and older in Phase 1

of the trial because they were not included in Phase 2/3. The particular evidence basis for

VRBPAC’s approval of a booster dose for this group was not speciWed.”

What’s more, the FDA suddenly shifted from “individuals at high risk of severe COVID-19” infection,

to having it apply to “health care workers or others at high risk of occupational exposure.”

“This effectively shifted the focus from those who were at high risk of become severely ill

from COVID-19 to those who are simply at high risk of being exposed, which will greatly

expand the scope of those recommended to have a booster dose,” The Vaccine Reaction

states.

In a September 19, 2021, appearance on CBS News,  director of the National Institutes of Health Dr.

Francis Collins stated he fully expects the FDA to extend boosters beyond seniors aged 65 and

older, health care workers and others at high risk of occupational exposure.

1 in 1,000 mRNA Shots Results in Heart InNammation

So, the FDA claims the PHzer shot is safe and effective enough to warrant a third booster for

certain groups. But is it? According to a retrospective study  by the University of Ottawa Heart

Institute, 1 in 1,000 mRNA injections (PHzer and Moderna) have resulted in myopericarditis, i.e.,

in5ammation of the heart or heart sack, within one month of the shot, although symptom onset

typically occurred within days.

The study was posted on the preprint server medRxiv September 16, 2021, the day before the FDA

voted “yes” on boosters for the elderly and certain high-risk groups. As explained by the authors:

“This study is a prospective collection and review of all cases with a

myocarditis/pericarditis diagnosis over a 2-month period at an academic medical center …

Patients were identiWed by admission and discharge diagnoses which included myocarditis

or pericarditis. Inclusion criteria: in receipt of mRNA vaccine within one month prior to

presentation …

Diagnosis was based on clinical presentation, ECG/echo Wndings and serial troponins and

was conWrmed in each case by CMR. Incidence was estimated from total doses of mRNA

vaccine administered in the Ottawa region for the matching time-period. This data was

obtained from the Public Health Agency of Ottawa …

Results: 32 patients were identiWed over the period of interest. Eighteen patients were

diagnosed with myocarditis; 12 with myopericarditis; and 2 with pericarditis alone. The

median age was 33 years (18-65 years). The sex ratio was 2 females to 29 males.

In 5 cases, symptoms developed after only a single dose of mRNA vaccine. In 27 patients,

symptoms developed after their second dose of. Median time between vaccine dose and

symptoms was 1.5 days …

Chest pain was the commonest symptom, but many others were reported. Non-syncopal

non-sustained ventricular tachycardia was seen in only a single case. Median LV ejection

fraction (EF) was 57% (44-66%). Nine patients had an LVEF below the normal threshold of

55%.

Incidence of myopericarditis overall was approximately 10 cases for every 10,000

inoculations. This is the largest series in the literature to clearly relate the temporal

relationship between mRNA COVID vaccination, symptoms and CMR Wndings.”

COVID Shots May Be Killing Two for Every Life Saved

According to expert testimony given during the September 17, 2021, FDA Vaccine Advisory

Committee meeting (see video above),  the shots may in fact be killing far more people than

they’re saving.

“ Even if the vaccines have 100% protection, it still
means we kill two people to save one life. ~ Steve
Kirsch”

According to Dr. Joseph Fraiman, an emergency medicine physician in New Orleans, there’s no

clinical evidence to prove the COVID shots are saving more people than they harm. He told the

committee they ought to:

“Demand the booster trials are large enough to Wnd a reduction in hospitalizations. Without

this data we, the medical establishment, cannot conWdently call out anti-COVID-vaccine

activists who publicly claim the vaccines harm more than they save, especially in the young

and healthy. The fact we do not have the clinical evidence to say these activists are wrong

should terrify us all.”

Steve Kirsch, executive director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, then went on to show what

Fraiman feared the most, namely that the PHzer shot kills two people for every person it saves.

“We were led to believe that the vaccines were perfectly safe, but this is simply not true.

For example, there are four times as many heart attacks in the treatment group in the PWzer

6-month trial report. That wasn’t just bad luck.

VAERS shows heart attacks happen 71 times more often following these vaccines

compared to any other vaccine,” Kirsch said, adding: “If the net all-cause mortality from the

vaccines is negative, then vaccines, boosters and mandates are all nonsensical.”

Here’s a screenshot from Kirsch’s slide show, showing the number of people killed by the COVID

shots, compared to the number of lives saved by them.

Kirsch went on to state that while the VAERS data is the only data that are statistically signiHcant,

the other two data sources are still “troubling”:

“Even if the vaccines have 100% protection, it still means we kill two people to save one life

… Four experts did analyses using completely different non-U.S. data sources and all of

them came up with approximately the same number of excess vaccine-related deaths —

about 411 deaths per million doses.

That translates into 115,000 people who have died (due to the Covid-19 vaccines) … The

real numbers conWrm that we kill more than we save. And I would love everyone to look at

the Israel ministry of health data on the 90+ year olds where we went from a 94.4%

vaccinated group to 82.9% vaccinated in the last four months.

In the most optimistic scenario it means that 50% of the vaccinated people died and 0% of

unvaccinated people died. Unless you can explain that to the American public you cannot

approve the boosters.”

Kirsch also showed data suggesting 1 in 317 boys aged 16 to 17 will get myocarditis from the

shots, and after a third booster, that number may reach as high as 1 in 25. He also points out that

PHzer’s Phase 3 trials must clearly be “gamed,” as “it is statistically impossible for protocol

violations to be Hve times higher in the treatment group.” “Why has this not been investigated?” he

asked.

What Do the VAERS Data Tell Us?

In a September 18, 2021, interview with The Covexit podcast, Jessica Rose, Ph.D., who holds

degrees in applied mathematics, immunology, computational biology, molecular biology and

biochemistry, discussed what the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) data tell

us about the safety of the COVID shots.

Rose covers issues such as the magnitude of the side effects compared to other vaccination

programs, the problem of under-reporting, and how causality can be assessed using the Bradford

Hill Criteria. You can Hnd a PDF of the slide show that Rose presents here.  Here’s a summary of

some of the key points made in this interview:

Between 2011 and 2020, the number of VAERS reports ranged between 25,408 and 49,412 for

all vaccines. In 2021, with the rollout of the COVID shots, the number of VAERS reports have

shot up to 521,667, as of September 3, 2021, for the COVID shots alone.
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Between 2011 and 2020, the total number of deaths reported to VAERS ranged between 120

and 183. In 2021, as of September 3, the reported death toll had shot up to 7,662.

Cardiovascular, neurological and immunological adverse events are all being reported at rates

never before seen.

The estimated under-reporting factor (URF) is 31. Using this URF, the death toll from COVID

shots is calculated to be 205,809 as of August 27, 2021; Bell’s palsy 81,747; herpes zoster

infection 149,017; paresthesia 305,660; breakthrough COVID 365,955; myalgia 528,457; life

threatening events 230,113; permanent disabilities 212,691; birth defects 7,998.

If there’s no causal relationship between the shots and adverse events, we would expect side

effects to occur at any given point between the vaccination date and symptom onset. This is not

what we’re seeing. Death, for example, dramatically spikes within the Hrst few days post-

injection, and rapidly falls off after day 10.

The Bradford Hill Criteria for causation are all satisHed. This includes but is not limited to

strength of effect size, reproducibility, speciHcity, temporality, dose-response relationship,

plausibility, coherence and reversibility.

Children Are Now the Next Target

While the FDA voted against recommending a third booster to young adults aged 16 and over,

there’s little doubt that the recommendation will soon be expanded to people under the age of 65,

and eventually even young children.  I say that because there seems to be no ceiling above which

the death and disability toll is deemed too great. Why? We have not been given a straight answer,

leaving us to speculate about the FDA’s intentions.

Why aren’t they concerned about safety when more than half a million side effect reports have been

Hled? How come nearly 15,000 reported deaths  haven’t set off emergency alarms and in-depth

investigations? As noted by Rose, 50 deaths have historically been the cutoff point at which a

vaccine is pulled. We’re so far beyond that now, it seems there’s no threshold anymore.

At present, one wonders whether the FDA’s reluctance to approve a booster for younger individuals

is mere show. Perhaps they’re trying to reclaim some measure of scientiHc authority, which was

undermined by the U.S. government and PHzer announcing the release of boosters before the FDA

had even made its determination.

Whatever the case may be, I urge you to review as much data as you can before you jump on the

booster bandwagon. Based on everything I’ve seen, I believe the risk of side effects is likely going

to exponentially increase with each dose.

If you need a refresher on the potential mechanisms of harm, download and read Stephanie

Seneff’s excellent paper,  “Worse Than The Disease: Reviewing Some Possible Unintended

Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,” published in the International Journal of

Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research in collaboration with Dr. Greg Nigh.

Help Support Vaccine Awareness Week

The 12th Annual Vaccine Awareness Week from September 26 to October 2, 2021, will feature

important information about vaccine science, policy and law that you can share with your family

and friends.

With every donation you make during Vaccine Awareness Week, you can help support the legal

right to make an informed, voluntary decision about vaccinations. During this week, we’ll match

your donations up to $100,000 to the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a nonproHt

charity advocating for vaccine safety and informed consent rights since 1982.

Donate Today

With aggressive efforts by government working with pharmaceutical corporations and medical

trade groups to mandate COVID-19 vaccines and partnering with Silicon Valley and corporate

media to censor public conversations about vaccination and health, it is critical for you to act now

to protect your legal right to make informed, voluntary vaccine choices.

Thankfully, NVIC provides the public with independent, well-referenced information on vaccines and

advocates for the inclusion of vaccine safety and informed consent protections in the public health

system.

Last year, NVIC sponsored the groundbreaking 5th International Public Conference on Vaccination:

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century.

The conference featured 51 speakers from around the world talking about the coronavirus

pandemic and defending liberty in late 2020, just before the government granted vaccine

manufacturers an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to distribute experimental COVID-19

vaccines in the U.S. You can watch or listen to the conference for free here.

Resources Where You Can Learn More

NVIC Advocacy Portal — Become a registered user of this unique free online

communications network that electronically connects you directly with your own

legislators and emails you action alerts with talking points so you can be an effective

vaccine choice advocate in your state.

You can use it to inform your legislators about why it is necessary to protect vaccine

exemptions and your legal right to make voluntary vaccine decisions for yourself and

your children.

Ask 8 Vaccine Information Kiosk — Download brochures and reports on vaccination

and how to recognize vaccine reaction symptoms, as well as posters and web badges

that you can share with your family and friends. Access the illustrated and fully

referenced “Guide to Reforming Vaccine Policy & Law” to educate your legislator

when you advocate for vaccine informed consent rights.

State Law & Vaccine Requirements — You can easily obtain your state’s current

vaccine policies and laws here.

Vaccine Reaction Reporting — Search for and read descriptions of vaccine reaction

reports made to the federal vaccine adverse events reporting system (VAERS). Make

a vaccine reaction report to NVIC.

Cry for Vaccine Freedom Wall — Read real life stories from people who have been

threatened, bullied and sanctioned for trying to make voluntary decisions about

vaccination for themselves or their minor children. Post your own experience.

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to in5uenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief

summary of facts about in5uenza and in5uenza vaccines.
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What is increasingly clear is that people fall ill and die from vaccines and the treatments imposed for Covid, by the medical tyranny of

Biden and Fauci, which are dominated by the Pharmaceutical MaHa. Dr. Mercola informs us: The “pay-later con5icts of interest” are

widespread, according to an investigation by the journal Science. This is when doctors who advise the FDA or sit on drug panels that

are in charge of drug approval are paid by drug makers AFTER the approval is a done deal. Many "health care providers" are in large

corporate practices and clinics run by managers who follow the protocols passed down by the NIH, CDC, FDA, WHO, and the American

Medical Association, all of which are in5uenced by Big Pharma. In other words, the approval and application of the medicine has a

serious con5ict of interest.

The protocol for the treatment of Covid has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes life-threateningly ill and is admitted to

hospital. Inside the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients

end up dead on ventilators. The Covid protocol demonizes known and safe treatments. Large pharmacy chains such as Walgreen and

CVS are reportedly refusing to Hll prescriptions for HCQ and ivermectin for the treatment of Covid. Doctors who prescribe these cures

are threatened by their medical associations with the loss of medical license. If you read Dr. Noel's explanation, you will understand

that doctors are prey and part of corruption, because they are in the hands of the medical tyranny of BigPharma, government

institutions, and the command of Biden and Fauci. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/no_author/why-do-doctors-go-along-with-cov..
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Every time you see that experts and defenders of science like Dr. Mercola and the doctors and scientists invited in their reports

are being censored, it is because they are telling the truth. But instead of the truth, Americans are lied to, they are brainwashed

and they see a "conspiracy theory", which is guaranteeing death from vaccines and from Covid treatment. According to Ardis,

hospitals dictate the protocols for COVID-19 treatment, and among these protocols include the use of drugs remdesivir,

dexamethasone, and vancomycin — drugs, that, together, can cause serious adverse effects to the body. Some references:

www.brighteon.com/1f44c6af-2c12-43f9-a4a1-2bc2eab410da  

Kidney disorders as serious adverse drug reactions of remdesivir in coronavirus disease 2019: a retrospective case–noncase

study. Reactions were severe in 92% of patients. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7907730  (2021) Dr. Lee Merritt, a renowned

surgeon, at the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), says his predecessors in the AAPS saw the

corruption of AMA. In 1943, several physicians and surgeons parted ways with the AMA to form to form the  AAPS, as the

former aligned itself with the government.

Merritt, tells Alan Keyes during his "Let's Talk America" show on Brighteon.TV that people need to have a situational awareness

of what is happening in the world right now. “We need to realize the situation. THIS IS A WAR, IT IS NOT JUST A VIRUS, ”says

Merritt. "If you think you are Hghting a virus, then you will be a victim." ... “We no longer see doctors taking oaths to their patients

and doing their best for them. They're taking an oath to the CDC and NIH and CDC guidelines, and it's powered by money."

https://brighteon.tv/
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The medical and political tyranny promoted by the pharmaceutical maHa and health entities are imposing the most criminal

procedures to achieve a true genocide on humanity:  1. The use of a Covid mask that causes people to contract lung infections

and pneumonia from deadly pathogens, which adds to the risk of dying from covid in previous pathologies. In addition to

serious mental development problems in children.  2. The most prestigious medical journals are publishing bogus research,

research conducted by the Pharma industrial complex, promoting deadly emergency "treatments" and controlling narrative,

along with other media and the invasion of fake news and hate. digital

3. Ventilators only further damage lung tissue, killing patients.  4. Vaccines with toxic spike proteins that mimic viruses

throughout the vascular system, organs and brain, in addition to the risk of ADE. The spike protein is a disease-producing toxin

that poses a serious and identiHable threat to the health of anyone who chooses to get vaccinated  5. And now the need for

so-called "booster injections" for Covid that further decrease natural immunity and cause blood clotting, which will cause

diseases and disorders due to vascular prions. Injections every 6 months, a true crime against humanity.

These are some of the weapons of a planned genocide of a tyranny that is reaching inconceivable limits, such as that imposed

by Biden with the increase in pressure on the unvaccinated- Companies face Hnes if their workers reject the jab. It has also

tightened the rules for federal employees, saying they have 75 days to get vaccinated or they will lose their job. Gates and Fauci

are the gods of evil, who supported the creation of a terrorist weapon. Now Biden is the architect of medical tyranny.
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Those doctors have made a deal with the devil and one day the devil will want his due.  If any of those doctors has a grain of

sense left they should read "Sinners in the Hands of Almighty God" to realize fully what awaits them.  Or better yet - read the

verses in Scripture about what hell is like.  I would not want to be in their shoes. Revelation 21:8 - But the fearful, and

unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their

part in the lake which burneth with Hre and brimstone: which is the second death.

Matthew 25:46 - And these shall go away into everlasting punishment: but the righteous into life eternal. Matthew 13:50 - And

shall cast them into the furnace of Hre: there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Luke Chapter 16:19 There was a certain

rich man, which was clothed in purple and Hne linen, and fared sumptuously every day: 20 And there was a certain beggar

named Lazarus, which was laid at his gate, full of sores, 21 And desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the rich man's

table: moreover the dogs came and licked his sores. 22 And it came to pass, that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels

into Abraham's bosom: the rich man also died, and was buried;

23 And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom. 24 And he cried and

said, Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his Hnger in water, and cool my tongue;

for I am tormented in this 5ame. 25 But Abraham said, Son, remember that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy good things, and

likewise Lazarus evil things: but now he is comforted, and thou art tormented.
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Public? Private? Thing is if the CDC, FDA & so on get eliminated then the cast of bad characters already bad enough are left

completely in charge. The existing corruption is bad enough, unbridled corruption is behind the wave we are already riding.

Cheaters never win because they are not even playing the game. We are stuck on one game board they are  manipulating

through cheats, while they play in an arena with enormous in5uence & with no accountability.

Cheaters are not Capitalist, they are just plain cheaters. Public currently affords a slim chance of repercussions, usually a token

to dial down the heat, but it is the corruption, the cheating being the problem. How do you sit down at a table and play poker

with ten dollars in your pocket and play against someone with a million dollars to play with? Not only that but they have cameras

watching you and your hand, shills sitting beside you to make sure you lose, and guards to beat the hell out of you if by some

freak you win?

Private? Public? No matter where there is massive power, in5uence & more on either side of the equation, what keeps

corruption in check? When the Public passes laws to prevent lawmakers beneHting from corrupt laws for Private & they wait out

the time period they put into the law to supposedly prevent them from gaining from crooked laws, yet are just put on the payroll

later - ends up being a difference without a distinction. What keeps all parties from cheating and keep to a fair game with fair

rules that actually in the end, beneHt all?

speaking of cheats. The outlet for Organic Dairy Farmers here has refused milk from our local Organic Diary Farmers & this will

ultimately lead to no Organic Milk for our area in the stores. It's a cheat from Big Ag & Processed Food Industry to kill

competition. They have to cheat because they know there is no way to win fair & square. How they play the game -

www.youtube.com/watch
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This video on the FDA committee debate on booster is wild!  Dr. Fraiman (4:09:29) literally sounded like he wants to believe in

the covid shot.  I loved it when he said, "The fact there is no clinical evidence to say these activists are wrong should terrify us

all."  YES IT SHOULD! I had a bravo moment when he said 65% of the unvaccinated population in Louisiana were more aware

than the vaxxers. I think, the only sad thing here is, by the time it all comes out it will be too late.  The damage will be done.  I

can't help but think Biden wants our ship to go down - with this much evidence - how can he stay this course?

Of course, we are now members of WHO again - and to be a member, you are bound to do what they say.  So Biden has to stay

the course.  I guess that's the answer to the hospital question I had, also.  We are a member of WHO again, so we have to do

what they say - and since Gates has thrown the most $$ at the WHO (making the USA the highest contributor to the WHO) well,

that leaves us vaccines --- I'm sure he and Fauci made a deal about Remdesivir - push that killer medicine with ventilators to up

the deaths to make people afraid so they'll get the shot.  Gotcha! What a world we live in.
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Thank you, SAI, very accurate biblical references. I think that the pact with the devil can be extended to the Pharmaceutical

MaHa, government institutions and the participants in Event 201 and in the successive meetings in Davos. The Great Capital

that is based on corruption is leading humanity to extermination.
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Thanks JUST, as always very successful expressions, yes, "we are stuck on one game board they are manipulating through

cheats, while they play in an arena with enormous in5uence & with no accountability." All the manipulations of the media, the

regulatory bodies of "health" and governments is to get what they want from others by implementing all kinds of strategies. The

strongest always win, whether they are from the public or private sector, they actually go hand in hand because it suits them

both.

Emotional manipulation is an art that involves not only hiding bad intentions or aggressive behaviors, but also the ability to

identify the emotional vulnerabilities of the other, and then implement the best strategies in order to handle it, it is the menticide

that is being imposing on this false pandemic. When translated into real modes of implementation, biopower becomes

biopolitics, that is, measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the population. As the

human body is securitized, both the amount and depth of repression expands, and that can be done largely with the support of

the public socially hypnotized by the virus of unconsciousness.
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I can conHrm that CVS refused to Hll Ivermectin scripts for both my husband and myself. We got them Hlled at an independant

pharmacy.
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Thank you Tracy, your statements come from a soul tortured by the wrong course that humanity is enduring .. All are guilty,

some more directly than others, but all are feeding on power and money with the blood of people who are suffering and dying

from vaccines and aggressive treatments in hospitals. We know that the more Covid cases and Covid deaths, the more money

the hospital makes, so reporting adverse reactions to vaccines as new Covid cases is how hospitals are maximizing their

proHts. Obviously, a hospital doctor who disagrees will be out of work. I mean, the truth about Covid and the vaccine is too

expensive for the hospital to recognize. Hospital policy is tailored to the CDC and FDA, NIH, which have a history of corruption,
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expensive for the hospital to recognize. Hospital policy is tailored to the CDC and FDA, NIH, which have a history of corruption,

thus protecting the reputation of the vaccine and the regulators who approved its emergency use, and protecting the proHts of

the Big Pharma, some of which go back to regulators. It is a vicious circle where power and money are what fuel corruption
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Thanks djinnc, it is clear that medical tyranny does not want to cure covid, it only wants biological weapons and drugs that

make patients die from covid, so the entire network of corruption beneHts from suffering and death.
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Hi Guillermo, as you know, it seems that the central tactic in this "war" is psychological warfare.  Not only do we have this

physiological assault on the health of citizens--through experimental injections, denial of proper therapies, masking,

discouraging early treatment, improper use of ventilators, etc--but we have presidents and "news" casters now openly berating

the people intelligent enough to be questioning any of this.  The government invested heavily in studying the psychological

approaches necessary to recast the best among us as selHsh and shameful.
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I posted this site late yesterday and today it seems very appropriate to post again.  Propublica.org publishes a site where you

can key in a doctor's name by year and it will tell you whether or not your doctor is receiving reported Pharma money.  I had

been interested in a particular esteemed radiologist out of Pittsburgh who consults for the FDA and claims MRI contrast

containing toxic gadolinium is safe, while also collecting hundreds of thousands of dollars from the contrast makers.  How is

this ethical? Here is the site: projects.propublica.org/docdollars
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Guillermou - Yup, what we all know as the underworld maHa can't hold a candle to the audacity, money and power of the

overworld pharmaceutical industry.

sai - Many call that karma.

steve - Good points.  However, if we eliminate the regulations along with the regulatory bodies, then everyone who has ever

suffered a vaccine injury will be able to take big pharma to court and sue the pants off of them.  This is what happened under

Ford when his fast tracked vaccine for H1N1 killed a few dozen people - it didn't get pulled because the FDA said it had killed

too many people, it got pulled because this was before the age of EUA's and legal protections for big pharma due to vaccine

injury and death.  The vaxx makers were facing massive lawsuits over those deaths and so, stopped their production. End of

story.  Same can happen now.

lts6 - In spite of damming testimony from Dr. Rose that the VAERS numbers should be multiplied by a factor of 41x which puts

the current covid vaxx death toll in the US at 615,000 (way more than a two to one ratio to covid), the Hx was in.  The advisory

panel was merely window dressing.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-jabs-update-12
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Yes, David, psychological warfare is a very effective weapon. The masses are easy prey to manipulation and fear. When Fauci

lied about the death toll in the United States and the WHO characterizes COVID-19 as a pandemic, he began the strategy

designed to manipulate the masses. Since then the corrupt oligarchy has been transformed into something much greater, the

dominance of the minds, the control of thought and an extreme deprivation of freedoms. The virus is just a clever idea to use an

invisible enemy to strike fear, across the globe, by this incredibly wealthy and psychotically power-hungry 1% (or less) elite to

bring the entire world's population to their knees. . With fear and misinformation, minds become passive and lose their critical

spirit, fear accompanied by deprivation of freedom creates the necessary panic to hypnotize the masses.

Unfortunately, a large part of the population is framed in the domain of the mass man who blindly obeys the totalitarian leaders.

In "Crystallizing Public Opinion", he unravels the brain mechanisms of the group and the in5uence of propaganda as a method to

unify his thinking. Thus, in his words “the mind of the group does not think, in the strict sense of the word. Instead of thoughts it

has impulses, habits and emotions. This is one of the most Hrmly established principles of mass psychology."

theconversation.com/the-manipulation-of-the-american-mind-edward-berna..
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The hope remains that little by little, people will analyze themselves, and reject the propaganda and demagoguery of the

oligarchic powers, and become true people, lovers of ethical values, of the values of a democracy that screams freedom, that

does not you want to be limited in your needs and ambitions. People who also understand that the true path is to support

Natural Medicine, with all its values of defense of nature, and the prevention of diseases, or to restore health, that do not need

vaccines, or movement restrictions, that Hght for your rights. I believe that many people are already in the great march of the

triumph of truth.

In order to manipulate Americans into taking the next hasty COVID-19 injections, the federal government teamed up with Yale

researchers to conduct clinical trials to learn the best way to manipulate the public. The clinical trial tests 10 different

messages about vaccination and how to best convince people to comply with vaccines. They are described in the link.

clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04460703?term=Vaccine&cond=Covid19&..
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Thanks Har, a very descriptive reading of the scope of corruption within the medical and political tyranny, sustained by Biden

and Fauci and the structure of the Pharmaceutical MaHa. I add this information. THE COVERED-UP CRIMES OF

VACCINE-MAKER PFIZER - JUST ANOTHER “TOO-BIG-TO-FAIL” AMERICAN CORPORATION. This column highlights unethical /

criminal attempts (from Big Pharma's Operation Warp-Speed, the unethical plan to completely bypass short-term and long-term

animal safety and excacy studies) in order to promote vaccines Covid-19 potentially dangerous for both adult humans and

children. www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/gary-g-kohls/the-covered-up-crimes-of-vacc..
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Gui-Here is one of those rare articles on someone who wishes they never took the vaccine and doctors advised her not to get

the second or booster. www.yahoo.com/news/vaccine-side-effects-rare-one-183300424.html
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I can verify that CVS
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@ djinnc - I had no problems Hlling my script for ivermectin at CVS. My friend was given a script with six reHlls and was

instructed by her physician to say if asked, it was for scabies … she was asked and it was Hlled with no problem.
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I can verify that CVS is not Hlling prescriptions for ivermectin.  They refused for my wife and myself.  Because of that my wife

wound up in the ER and was admitted for 5 days.  We had our prescriptions Hlled at H.E.B. here in TX and it was pricey.  I took

ivermectin for 3 days and was over Covid.  My wife took it for 3 days but had developed viral pneumonia which is why she went

to the ER.  I think that the days she took the ivermectin and HCQ (5 days including 3 in the hospital) is why she only stayed 5

days.  The 5uids and oxygen are probably the only things she got from the hospital that helped.  At this point I think the

hospitals are death factories because of the money they get for every Covid death they produce.  I have pretty much lost all faith

in doctors, at least the ones tied to the medical establishment.  Those who are Hghting like Dr. Mercola and

Americasfrontlinedoctors are the only ones I have any faith in.  But what can you expect from a profession which started by

slitting wrists to let the evil humors out.
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PLEASE READ: Kirsch provides bulletproof guidance for how to resist mandates at his website:

www.skirsch.io/vaccine-resources  A follow-up email from Kirsch to the advisory committee after the meeting commenced can

also be located in a subreddit - r/Clotshots (You must log in to gain access).

www.reddit.com/r/ClotShots/comments/pu28ql/email_from_steve_kirsch_fol..  I will let Guillermou and others do the

interpretation. Thanks!
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Two things: I wonder whether many of the adverse effects are being caused by the person giving the shot not aspirating the needle

before they inject the dose. When you aspirate, you insert the needle, then pull the plunger back a bit. If, after you pull it back you see

blood being drawn out, you know that you're in a vein and that if you push the plunger the dose is being injected intravenously and that

it will travel throughout the body rather than stay in the arm. If you pull the plunger back and see no blood, then you know that you're

safely in a muscle.  2. Will someone please explain the math to me? How can we tell that x number of people die for every person

saved? I mean, we can tell that a person dies but how can we ever tell that a person has been saved by an injection?
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Regarding point #2, I was going to comment similarly. How do we know a single life has been saved from these “vaccines”? I

doubt they’ve saved anyone.
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I've been asking this too.  My husband is vaxxed.  I am not.  Neither of us have had covid.   So how do you Hgure the vaccine is

working?  I've been exposed twice that I know of.  Wouldn't that ratio be interesting to see on some chart.  Oh wait, we aren't

looking at the unvaccinated population... hmmm. Crazy!
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ofmeising, you sound like someone that knows what they are talking about. PLEASE give us a link! For the love of God, give us a

link! I agree and I want DOCUMENTATION because in all of the videos you watch of those getting the jab, this isn't happening!

No one is pulling the plunger back a bit to see if blood backHlls. I think you are on to something. If you have Hrst hand

knowledge on this it would help everyone to have a medical reference for this protocol moving forward. You know?? LAWSUITS!

 come on.....give it to me....give it to me...
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They don't care if they get it in the skin/vein maybe. This pretend vaccine is to lower the population/not save lives. It may help

NO person/animal. A person will make the Spike protein nonstop which they will test positive for and can shed to other people.

It is not about saving lives.
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Over half the country has been in a chronic disease "pandemic" for decades despite the suitcase full of pills the phony sickcare system

sells...No alarm bells, no prevention, only soothing drug ads and charity appeals...Since crocodiles will be crocodiles, it is futile to Hght

the swamp when you realize what awaits in ambush...."Please Mr. Croc, stop eating my children."  Croc smiles and apologizes and

swears he will eat no more kids..then CHOMP!  Moral of the story; If you can't deal with primitive predators/stay outta the swamp.
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Yes, Randall, America has a large swamp that feeds alligators because it has been invaded for decades by crime caused by bad

food policy, vaccines, drugs, and environmental pollution. The institutions subjected to the Pharmaceutical MaHa have lost their

freedom, they have been conquered by political and medical tyranny. Hospitals are losing a large chunk of their medical staff

who resign or are Hred for refusing the vaccine. These are the nurses who have seen what the vaccine does to patients. Being

closely informed, they prefer unemployment to vaccination. The resignation of health workers to the covid-19 vaccine should

alert hospital administrators and the population of the great danger, but the media and false scientists have caused menticide

in a population mass without criteria that it was already polluted by the swamp.

People defend freedom, they defend health, but they are discriminated against. Scientists and doctors who are raising the alarm

are being pushed aside by false messages CDC, FDA, NIH, AMA, and hospital and university administrators. They lie by saying

that unvaccinated people and people who have recovered from Covid do not have natural immunity, they are dangerous for

everyone else and they should be excluded from life from their jobs, they should be excluded from their rights and their

freedom. The passport is another madness consistent with the 8-month “protection” of the “vaccine” that Dr. Fauci assigns to

said biological weapon. A passport that must be renewed every 8 months is a bureaucratic nightmare. Now in Israel every 6

months. We are facing booster injections, we are facing a planned genocide.
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Yes, but... We can't blame crocodiles for eating children, and we can't blame drug companies for drugging adults. That's what

they do, by design. We have to control them and stop them.
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Why does anyone still trust these vulture corporations, picking the economy clean down to the bones? Why does everyone still

watch Pharma's nightly news? Lulled by repetition into compliance? Yet its the bankers (crocks) who are behind these actions,

this is their agenda...
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"Kirsch also showed data suggesting 1 in 317 boys aged 16 to 17 will get myocarditis from the shots, and after a third booster, that

number may reach as high as 1 in 25." Looks like if they can't destroy boys, early on by causing Autism, then follow through with

something that causes heart attacks.
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roadrunnerisp
Joined On 5/4/2021 9:58:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just call the re-name of the so called vaccine...COMORBIDITY.....since that is what it will probably cause and it is easier to remember.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 4:33:05 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's what I ended up calling it also - since it's the stupidest non-name they've come up with yet!  Some call it the

"Commie-shot" - which also sounds right since people are being forced to get it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 8:22:29 AM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Comirnaty is a portmanteau of COVID, mRNA, and "community". It sounds ridiculous when one pronounces it, making one sound

like a 2-year-old trying to pronounce an unfamiliar word, which is likely intentional since government operators--sociopaths and

psychopaths all--regard civilians as children.  The word "community" that's mashed into it appeals to SJWs and other Statist

collectivists, including all who "work" in government at all levels (local, state, federal), who pontiHcate and demand that the

individual is morally obligated to sacriHce himself/herself to the collective ("the community", "The People", "The Common Good",

etc.).
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait! Short sighted, as at least 4 more versions waiting to be commercialized, for annual 5u shots and more. Cannot wait for

those names either.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 12:34:16 PM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait just a minute. EVERYONE is potentially allergic to the only approved vaccine. Everyone. No doctor can sing a document stating I

am not allergic to the vaccine contents because the contents are not known. Some, but not all contents have been published. Everyone

can be allergic.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 12:38:02 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As you know Tracy, if only they were allergic problems !! Mass vaccinations produce serious and frequent adverse effects.

Vaccinating does not mean that you have group protection, because vaccines throughout the history of epidemics have not

practically protected, but it has been living conditions and socio-economic changes that have marked that there are some

epidemics or others , such as cancer or cardiovascular disease. It is clear that vaccines create very clear problems, and above

all the freedom to choose over vaccination must be defended.

Administrations must dedicate more time and means to offers that enhance the immune system, respecting the right of every

citizen to choose and decide on whether or not to be vaccinated. Those affected and organizations affected by vaccines must

have a greater role in public debates and doctors must actively cooperate with the transmission of the harmful effects of

vaccines. Vaccine manufacturing laboratories should be required to report periodically on the scope of vaccine investigations,

subject to independent investigations. If you suspect a harmful effect from a vaccine, submit yourself immediately and without

delay to the observation of a specialized and independent medical team.

The main vaccine companies Merck, GSK, PHzer, SanoH, are creating a list of diseases, a large epidemic in the population that is

incubated from birth, with potential adverse effects. We know that there is an epidemic of chronic diseases that plagues the 54

% of our children: ADHD, allergies, asthma, autoimmune diseases, epilepsy, autism, in addition to other chronic diseases and

neurodevelopmental disorders. The outrageous thing is that these companies also make the drugs to treat the most common

side effects of their own vaccines. Now with the "vaccine" against Covid the problem is much greater.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point; but I don’t need the recipe, the effects are more than enough for me to know my allergy to it. Besides, my medicine

man, after dancing around the bon Hre chanting to the spirits, told me I had nothing to be worried about.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghHnn - heyyy, mine too!  :)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 8:18:05 AM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo: I'm allergic to poisons.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 10:24:25 AM
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was this an accident or intensional? www.westernjournal.com/teen-says-went-walgreens-5u-shot-walked-sick-s..
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ghHnn, Sounds intentional to me, or the nurse/pharmacist is incredibly stupid and in any case should not have this job.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/27/2021 6:56:06 AM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone in my extended family joined the Military and was supposedly given a 5u shot. She’s been permanently disabled ever

since. Half her face became paralyzed, seizures, and a whole host of other issues. That happened about 6 months ago, and she

still shakes and trembles constantly, and about once a month is taken to the hospital by ambulance due to complications. She

isn’t even 20 years old yet, and was in perfect health before that “5u shot”. I personally think the military gave her the vaccine on

purpose and lied to her. Either way, she’s about to be medically discharged, and her outcome looks grim. I’m sure it’s happening

to people all over the country. This Walgreens article above seems awfully familiar to what happened to my family member.

Coincidence?!? You decide!!! www.bitchute.com/.../3YGlis7UB8Tn
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may or may not have been intentional, but it has happened before with other vaccines. If anyone chooses to get vaccinated

for anything, always insist on watching the nurse stick the needle into the vial and drawing out the vaccine. Too many

distractions these days. Distractions equals mistakes.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About three weeks ago now it was publicized that 106 teen boys who had been "vaccinated" had also sustained life changing heart

damage.  This happened in Ontario, Canada - just one province.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A piece of information that can be called terrorism. Vaccines in adolescents and children is the greatest terrorist attack against

health.  Two Canadian nurses have become whistleblowers, telling journalists what they have seen during the coronavirus

pandemic. People who die after getting vaccinated and hospitals Hll with fully vaccinated people suffering from COVID-19. At an

anti-vaccine mandate protest in Canada, she spoke with a reporter about the gruesome things she has seen as a nurse during

the COVID-19 pandemic.

"I've physically seen people restraining the elderly and vaccinating them against their will while they scream 'No,'" said

Beardsley. “I’ve seen patients coming in with suicide and… once they’re dead, they are testing them for COVID. Why? Why are we

testing them for COVID ?. I've witnessed a lot of people dying of heart attacks shortly after the vaccine, ”she continued. "I've

witnessed miscarriages at full-term Hve days, four days, after the vaccine." www.bitchute.com/.../CRoFalm8mfSO  

Many people, including Canadian healthcare workers, are protesting the imposition of the vaccine mandates. To prevent these

protests from escalating, the Quebec National Assembly passed a bill banning anti-vaccine protests near hospitals, schools,

daycare centers, COVID-19 testing clinics, and mass vaccination

centers.montreal.ctvnews.ca/quebec-swiftly-passes-new-bill-to-prohibit-anti-va..  (September 23, 2021)
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou, Makes a person wonder why an advocate is not allowed to be with a patient in a medical establishment. I have seen

couples come to an appointment only to have the one supporting the other, being refused access to the building. I Hgure, that

when alone a person can be more easily manipulated into doing whatever the medical professionals want them to do or accept,

because of not having their support system with them. If older ones have any sense at all, they will make appointments that

include both of them or lie to the Nazi "B" at the door of the medical building, or go up to them singly and then join up inside the

building.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, catryna above all make the decision to vaccinate the elderly. A few days ago she published a comment that the elderly of a

nursing home had been deceived by telling them that they were being given the 5u vaccine, when in fact they were being given

the "vaccine" against Covid-19. As we know many elderly are suffering sequelae and deaths due to "vaccines" For example,

Norway has been reported to have recorded deaths of older people who received the PHzer / BioNTech coronavirus vaccine and

warn against vaccinating frail and ill people as deaths are reported.

www.theepochtimes.com/norway-warns-against-vaccinating-frail-and-termi..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew Just 4 U - and everyone - Jerm Warefare strikes again? This time with James Corbett, who gives more background as

to how he got started online. Interesting conclusion, as the same guidance to follow Catherine Austin Fitts. Create a parallel

society, a second world? "It's All About The Big Picture ~ James Corbett w/ Jerm Warfare" -

www.bitchute.com/.../x3lWFZSCZz16
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, thank you for this video:  It's All About The Big Picture - James Corbett w/Jerm Warfare.  James Corbett is from

western Canada.  I've always found westerners so likeable, straightforward and positive.  He went to Japan to teach and still

lives there.  What I like about him is that his narrative tends to be ego-less and he's a deep thinker.

 www.bitchute.com/.../x3lWFZSCZz16  This video is followed by the story of a 12 yr. old who volunteered with her two brothers

to be in the "vaccine" trials.  They asked their parents to do this (her father works in a medical facility).  The mother gives an

accurate description of what's happened to her daughter.  I honestly do not know how parents can be so docile when this

happens.  The mother is almost apologetic at times and says she's positive about the future.  The doctors have been little to no

help for this child.  www.bitchute.com/.../M62NUVDde9Tb
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EarthTruth
Joined On 7/29/2021 5:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A funeral director observed that the 'huge explosion' in death counts FOLLOWED the Mass Vaccination with Covid jabs.

(nationalHle.com/british-funeral-director-covid-19-deaths-were-in5ate..  ) Pathologists who investigate deaths after Corona

vaccination found that 7 OUT OF 10 are either probably or very probably connected to  the Covid ‘vaccines’ that were administered to

these people. (freewestmedia.com/2021/09/22/lymphocyte-riot-pathologists-investigate-..  ) That's why the Psychopathic Powers

That Should NOT Be (www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  ) see to it that autopsies are NOT performed on alleged  Covid

mortalities.
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A part-time gig that I have is to service greeting cards, restock them.   After the big rollout of the vaccines here in the US, I was

recording quite a few sympathy cards.   More than usual.  It seemed odd at the time like everybody had waited until after the

Christmas and New Year's holidays to die, waited until Spring.  Now it seems to Ht with the timing of the vaccine rollout.
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This isn't the Hrst time I've seen/read something like this. Early on in the pandemic (May 2020), my S. Korean brother in-law in S.

Korea was informing my wife and I that China's purchases for URNS was up 1000%, but China was reporting one of the lowest

death rates in the world for Covid-19. They incinerate their dead and burry them in urns.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Even if the vaccines have 100% protection, it still means we kill two people to save one life." ~ Steve Kirsch ... I share this statement

with people I know.  Many will say that they know and how sad it it--because that is the kind of unvaxed individual I usually hang

around with. (BTW, we are all extremely healthy and well-fed, through our own food production efforts.Then there are those who are

mind-controlled and remain in denial.  I hear things like, "That cannot possibly be true"...  "Our govt would never allow that"... "The risk

is so high that the vaccine is our only protection"... "You really should consider getting vaccinated"... I am convinced that subliminal

messaging has been occurring having the effect of hypnotizing and controlling the mindless.  

There are some things you can do to protect yourself.  First be aware of it. It has been known since WWII that thoughts could be

transmitted by frequencies--now being used to in5uence behaviors.  This was realized when certain raido operators stated having

telepathic-type experiences, with thoughts popping into their heads even before reply messages were received.  You will have less

chance of being mind-controlled if you do not have a tv in tv in the house.  If you still have an idiot box, get rid of it today.  I hear people

say, I only watch the news (which is largely  biased) and weather.  If you must carry a cell phone for work, minimize it's use.
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I believe that they’re doing it with the Apple iPhone too
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jamNjim
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So true and spot on Almond! I have only a couple days to keep my promise to family and friends. I'm killing my AT&T account

(U-verse, cell phone, and internet). I never liked AT&T, but they bought out all of my other service providers and I have very few

options for a provider where I live. I have to eliminate these luxury services to offset my weekly covid-19 testing that will be

mandated for those of us that refuse the JAB! Their loss, my gain!
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jamNjim... Positive thinking and a heart Hlled with gratitude will get you thru hard times better than lots of money. Many wealthy

people fail because they were never taught to work or budget.  I recall my college years--scraping and working every job I could

Hnd in a very competitive college town--to put myself thru school. My friends and I wore patched jeans and walked everywhere.

There were 2 girls rooming next to me. They arrived at college with furs and fabulous wardrobes. Their parents had given them

new cars as h. s. graduation gifts. They did not last thru the Hrst semester. Live a long and healthy life. You will have stories and

lessons to tell your grandchildren so they remember the price of freedom.

Even so, it is not right that you should be subjected to weekly testing at your own expense. This is a method of coercion that has

nothing to do with logic. It is assumed that, because you are unvaxed, you are "unclean" and a disease vector. (Part of the

dehumanizing process to divide and conquer.) If you follow the true science, you know that the vaxed carry a higher viral load

and are just as likely to spread disease, if not more so.  Keep taking your vitamin D. It is more effective than any vaxine.

There was just something on The Defenders website that indicated ivermectin could neutralize spike proteins. That would

explain why so many authorities oppose it. Now, Biden is saying we need 98% vax rate... once again, moving the goal posts. The

frog in hot water is getting mighty warm already. The only way you can obtain that high of a full compliance rate it to vax people

who should not be vaxed. There is a word for it--"murder". Quitting a long term job due to vax mandates is a terrible choice to

have to make. Understanding this, we have been able to attract some exceptional day labor. We pay cash once a week. Everyone

is extremely healthy and everyone does something to produce their own food. We give a lot to each other, what one does not

have...
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Someone please correct my math if I got this wrong.  Steve Kirsch said the 90+ age group went from a 94.4% vaccinated group to a

82.9% group in 4 months. So, to arrive at that, out of a 1000 people 944 would be fully vaccinated and 56 people would be

unvaccinated.  According my math the only way to arrive at that would be that 673 people out of that original 1000 died.  That would

leave 327 left living.  If none died in the unvaccinated group you would 56/327 would be 17.1% and the living vaccinated group would

have 271 people left  living, so 271/327 would equal 82.9%.  I think Steve Kirsch got the numbers right, and I believe my numbers are

also correct.
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So all of the 673 people that died from that original sample group of a 1000 people were all were fully vaccinated,  and zero

were unvaccinated.  That just something I wanted to add.
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Nice catch
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This can't possibly be correct because 95 year old live an average of 3.34 more years, and 100 year olds live an average of 2.73

more years.  Or could this be true???    My wife just told me that a lot of her friend's family members have died after the shot.

 www.thinkadvisor.com/2017/04/12/life-expectancy-holds-steady-but-not-f..
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I left out family members that are 90+ years old.
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I think you are spot on Nep7624. I was roughly doing the math in my head earlier today and wanted to state something similar,

but I'm too soaked up with out current "LETHAL INJECTION" drug the medical system is administering called Remdesivir! The

more I research this drug the more I'm convinced the USA medical system is participating in genocide!
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944 vaxxed, 56 no vax. Of 944 vaxxed, 673 died, 271 lived. Of 56 no vax, 0 died, 56 lived. Therefore, for those 90 and above who

were vaxxed, the death rate was 673/944 = 71.2%
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Good catch, indeed, and wow!    There are also those who turned 90 during those 4 months.   But if a signiHcantly higher

percentage of them were unvaccinated, that would imply a much higher death rate among the vaxxed in their age group in the

intervening period, as one would not expect a much different vaccination percentage when the jabs came out. Saying for the

sake of mathematical purposes the percentage of those who turned 90 within those 4 months who were vaxxed was about the

same,  that 271 would be the MAXIMUM number of the vaxxxed survivors.  But for every unvaxxed person who died, about 5

vaxxed people MUST have died for that percentage to remain.   If, for example, 5 of the 56 unvaxxed died, that would leave 51

unvaxxed and 247 vaxxed survivors out of the original 944,  only 26% surviving, and 74% having died, as compared to a 91%

survival and 9% death rate among the unvaxxed.  

Even if only 87 vaxxed and 18 unvaxxed survivors remained, that would indicate a 92.6% and 67.8% death rates among the

vaxxed and unvaxxed, respectively. However the numbers come out, there would necessarily be a much higher death rate

among the vaxxxed than the unvaxxerd, unless an overwhelming percentage of the people in the age group had just turned 90

during those 4 months AND were unvaxxed, which would also imply a much higher death rate among the vaxxed in that birth

date group, 90 not having been a signifcant cutoff point for administration of the jabs. Any way you cut it, those percentages

imply a MUCH higher death rate among those who got the jabs.
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Dr. Mercola, First of all, THANK YOU for the multitudes of information regarding Covid-19.  You are hands-down the absolute best

resource of everything "Covid-19": An essential "critical" hub of "critical" information so direly needed right now.  I read almost every

article, and save them for later research and further understanding.  I do want to point out something I did not see mentioned here,

and that is The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation donates millions of dollars to the FDA.  So much so that there is an actual document

called the "Memorandum of Understanding" (MOU 225-17-019) that outlines the relationship between the Gates Foundation and the

FDA.  Here is the link: www.fda.gov/.../mou-225-17-019  

He also donates to the CDC. I don't know how any of this is legal.  Like most Americans, I assumed the FDA/CDC were federally-funded

with our tax dollars, and solely so. To summarize this catastrophic monopoly: Gates owns massive shares of PHzer, donates millions

to the FDA, PHzer gets full FDA approval for Comirnaty, and PHzer also appears to have cornered the pediatric Covid-19 "vaccine"

market, as well.  Worse, let's recall this is the billionaire that wants LESS world population.  Where are our leaders?  I feel like I'm

standing on a piece of ground and feel a "rock" under foot.  Curious, I start to dig to unearth the stone yet as I dig and dig and dig, the

scope & breadth of the rock is so large that I could never dig enough to fully expose it, but while digging I become somewhat aware of

the sheer size of what I'm trying to unearth, and it's mind-boggling.  I begin to understand I'm on top of a giant, evil entity whose

tentacles reach farther and deeper than I can imagine, and its malevolence & magnitude is stunning and real.  In my heart, I know the

only way forward is to keep exposing the beast no matter how insurmountable it appears because it abhors the light; it weakens it.

 Keep shining it, Dr Mercola !
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Remdeathivir"  Unavoidably Unsafe!   Ask your Doctor if Remdeathivir is right for you!
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tenajyebba
Joined On 9/17/2021 2:57:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah the murderous poison DEMANDED AND MANDATED by Fauci who knew how deadly it was/is.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know it! If Fauci says it's good for you then it only kills you. I guess that might be good if I'm a Taliban hostage right now.

Just shoot me in the head and get it over with!
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Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I am Spartacus" For anyone not familiar with the movie or in need of a refresher, it is about the slaves' revolt led by Thracian gladiator,

Spartacus. The following document (includes references) contains exceptional information concerning the Sars-CoV-2 assault upon

humanity. We are not their slaves. www.docdroid.net/.../covid-19-the-spartacus-letter-pdf
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They are working hard to manufacture us as their slaves. Cuidado!
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Gwyn, I get a "404 this message has been deleted" when I click on your link.   Can you check this and maybe have another link?

 Thanks
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Otis; yup! The document has been deleted...must have been a good one!
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The PDF Hle has been deleted, so here's the web page with text (sans reference links):

www.theautomaticearth.com/.../spartacus
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Re vaccines for 12 to 15-year-olds as part of a mass UK school rollout - hopefully the recent High Court judicial review to challenge

this authorisation was an interim rather than a Hnal judgement on injection of vulnerable school children aged 12-17 by UK schools. A

concerned parent had engaged law Hrm Jackson Osborne to seek an immediate ban on schools demanding the injections. The full

court case recording  u-tube:  https://youtu.be/oZB6QNnB9BM  .  

Ignoring the well documented risks of myocarditis after injection, the judge said in his summing up that the health minister was not

there to defend his decision to mandate the "vaccine" for this age group and therefore did not grant the interim ban. However, the

health minister has had ample time to provide a scientiHc basis for his mandate and has not done so because (1) there are no

scientiHc grounds for doing so and several grounds for NOT doing so. (2) the so called safety trials will not be complete for another 2

years and the “vaccination” received emergency pass even when there is no emergency. Meanwhile government overreach continues

as our Na-zi like controllers impose even more ways to undermine health by approving 5uoridation of the UK water supply (so much

for the U.S. Fluoride Action Network).

The militarisation of daily life has begun as the army is called in to deal with the fake fuel crisis for which haulage companies are

blamed. Certainly few want to pay for their own HGV training then work for less than £10 per hour. But government creating a fake fuel

shortage and panic buying does not help. apple.news/AOlrxUDdQRSOT1bT1C_QHjQ  ~

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/known-culprit/5uoride/..  ~ www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.08.30.21262866v1  ~

www.jacksonosborne.co.uk/coronavirus  ~ www.gov.uk/government/publications/water-5uoridation-statement-from-t..
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Yes, Cabuchon, the vaccination of young people and children is an act of terrorism. The evidence says that covid-19 vaccines in

children and adolescents without serious pathologies do not prevent a single death, because deaths from covid-19 are

practically non-existent in children and young people without pathologies. Covid-19 infection occurs like any normal infantile

respiratory virus in children, and few manifestations in healthy adolescents, natural immunity is easily acquired, there is no

scientiHc justiHcation, especially in these people, to vaccinate these age groups.

As age decreases, the risk of death from Covid-19 decreases dramatically. Acute and long-term health problems caused by

vaccines only increase health risks for younger age groups, but provide no beneHt. In addition, COVID vaccines do not stop the

transmission of the virus, then vaccines to children and also to adolescents is the biggest mistake of the political and medical

tyranny to which humanity is subjected. The clinical trials for these inoculations were very short-term (a few months), had

samples not representative of the total population, and, for adolescents / children, they had poor predictive power due to their

small size.

Furthermore, clinical trials did not address changes in biomarkers that could serve as early warning indicators of an elevated

predisposition to serious diseases. Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221475002100161X#bib0020  Global characteristics and outcomes of

SARS-CoV-2 infection in children and adolescents with cancer (GRCCC): a cohort study

www.thelancet.com/journals/lanonc/article/PIIS1470-2045%2821%2900454-X..  (2021)
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In Scotland the 12 - 15 year old have already started being injected.  Our First Monster Nicola Sturgen approved it, so its

happening.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac46, like your take on our First Monster, very apt! I believe that there were 4 conditions for the kid’s vaccinations, not one

of them health-related, e.g. vaccination to prevent disruption to education. Just another example of our cowardly puppet

administration.
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Thanks for the links, Gullermou. I am inclined to send these and others to the legal Hrm concerned, assuming they will be taking

the case or similar legal challenges further. I was aware of the Hrst Monster’s mandate in Scotland, MoMac, but wondering if

she is doing this just to spite Wastemonster’s recent attempt to enforce injections on this age group. Boris, if I remember rightly,

 did a climb down on this one but there may also be restrictions in the destination country (France) re vaxxing for passengers on

incoming 5ights which may force the  the schools to make their own rules for school trips abroad.
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Cabochon and Glastian,  What ever the reason for Boris or wee Nic - whether spite or oneupmanship on their form of politics, it

is the children's lives and their families they are ruining. Honestly who would have thought these wicked acts would prevail.
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no vaccine ever in history has a 100% lifetime lasting effect, not one, never will be, ever. No lifetime immunity, only natural immunity

gives that .
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Yes, Mehlinda, from natural immunity for probably life with memory T cells or antibodies, to artiHcial and dangerous immunity

that lasts 6 months. Israel's Health Ministry announced that the "Green Pass" for vaccinated people expires six months after the

second dose and six months after the third or "booster dose." The vaccine pass grants access to non-essential places like

restaurants and bars. A booster shot is required Hve months after the second dose to reset the clock and extend pass eligibility

for another six months.

The Health Minister has already granted access to the third vaccine to those over 12 years of age who have received their

second injections at least Hve months before. The director general of Israel's Ministry of Health, Nachman Ash, said that the

third dose is now available to everyone. Other countries will follow suit to the glory of BigPhama and the planned genocide.

www.disclose.tv/israel-booster-doses-now-also-only-valid-for-6-months/  (September 22, 2021)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

found this down another rabbit hole about "Natural immunity offers exponentially more protection than shots" from early

September: freewestmedia.com/2021/09/03/harvard-epidemiologist-case-for-covid-vac..  - apparently his school did not like

this "outburst"? Certainly not the "approved message" about these kill/clot shots. See what you think!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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How in the hell is this still on the market?
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci/Gates make money and fund the regulatory agencies? They fund the WHO/CDC etc.. and the president/Nancy P etc want

to lower the population...is just Hne as they take their saline water shots.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM
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Perhaps the world will wake up and ban the barbaric, unproven and destructive act of vaccination; child abuse at it's worst, crippling

human life permanently, on the basis of fraudulent claims, the chief of all fraudulent claims being that it's for 'the greater good'.

Vaccination has but two purposes, population control and medicalized dependency based proHteering. It's been a criminal enterprise,

covering up for the harms of pesticide exposure (DDT caused poliomyelitis) or EMF exposure (in5uenza), etc. to Autism and

autoimmune disorders (glyphosate, vaccines damage and wiH) Fraudulently blamed on the victim's so called bad genes. You know, the

genes that were damaged Hrst, from the toxic effects of vaccines, pesticides and wiH on the developing child. Vaccines didn't save the

world, vaccines turned the world into a place like hell for every defenseless child injected with these unholy poisons.
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annkees1
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:48:51 PM
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I don’t comment often. I love Dr. Mercola and have followed him many years. I appreciate all the intelligent comments and read them

daily. Thank all of you with all my heart and soul.
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tladyblue
Joined On 1/8/2021 8:32:06 AM
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Just try getting an answer to how much of US population is vaccinated. Have fun because all you'll get are misleading headlines about

what 'failures we are' and other dodgy articles. Funny because cases, esp amoung the so-called 'unvaccinated' which is anyone shy of

two weeks after Hnal dose, saturates the headlines as well as cases and hospitalizations which they continue to twist to Ht the

narrative. At the beginning of the month 'they' were at 75% with one shot and over 400K weekly receiving the Hrst dose. They can't

report the truth because it would show a decrease in those numbers which would indicate death of the vaccinated.  What and how will

they twist and report when they run out of excuses and unvaccinated cases? A good indication is the patterns we've already seen.

 How can any sane person not see through this evil?
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tenajyebba
Joined On 9/17/2021 2:57:42 PM
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IMO this censoring is ab RED FLAG to us as to which treatments practices are of great value for us to know. A NO in research is worth

more than a 1000 yeses. Observe the censored ones carefully. Read them, listen to them and critically evaluate what theyb are saying.

No ONE of them has all the answers but each one has some "stones" to bring to the making of the soup. Mobeen is excellent in a non

partisan non political way to TEACH you about Covid and how each vac works chemically in your body. This gives you the foundation

from which to logically think critically about it. Without this knowing it is just all sound bites.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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If the shot doesn't kill you the drug Remdesivir, that was given EUA for Covid-19 treatment, will. This study showed Remdesivir has a

high Drug Adverse Event (ADE) ratio with 439 patients having 1004 ADE's with very high kidney and liver damage/failures:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33252992  This France study on 5 patients was cut short due to ADE's. Two patients ended the trial because

of alanine aminotransferase elevations, two patients required kidney replacement due to kidney failure, and two patients died from

covid-19: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32619764    I know, that's six. I guess the French can't count.

This is a warning letter from the WHO declaring a "20-Fold" higher rate of renal failure from Remdesivir  than expected (in other words

they knew there would be renal failure): pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33340409   Those Hrst 2 were done in Dec and June of 2020

respectfully. So there was plenty of evidence available that should have been red 5ags on the hazards of Remdesivir. That's not all!

Studies were conducted on Ebola Virus Infections (similar to a coronavirus). They were comparing  mortality rates among patients

receiving one of three investigational drugs (mAb114, REGN-EB3 and remdesivir) with a control group of patients receiving a

monoclonal antibody cocktail treatment ZMapp.

Remdesivir killed more people than MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY treatments!! This trial ended AUGUST 2019!!! That's 2 months prior to

the Covid-19 outbreak started in CHINA! www.niaid.nih.gov/.../ebola-treatment   Here we have 4 well documented studies that were

published on PubMed showing Remdesivir basically does nothing to lower viral load & preventing pneumonia & it causes renal failure.

That study done in Africa for Ebola  was conducted by the United State's very own NIAID, AKA: FAUCI, was over this research that was

completed in Aug 2019 just before the Covid-19 outbreak. Then he discredits HCQ he had endorsed for Sars-Cov-1 in 2005.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Public health means government health means __________________________________.  Fill in the blank.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"corruption and disease". A big virtual hug for you Otis, the pity is that I cannot give it to you in person 

👍

❤
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tenajyebba
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Shitty treatment like what the vets get at the VA. I have known some. Want some shaggy dog stories? All these people

demanding Universal Health Care in the US? "Be careful what you wish for you just may get it." (Oscar Wilde)
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otis101
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Gui, thanks for the virtual hug.  As they say "it's the thought that counts".  And your comment, "corruption and disease" is spot

on.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Why are people still getting these clot shots?  I just don’t understand it. It’s as if it’s a Covid vaxx cult. When people tell me that they’re

fully vaccinated, I just want to laugh because it sounds like they’re talking about a dog
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3, The recipients are being further psychologically spayed/neutered. And with their foolish consent.
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jamNjim
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Awesome analogy! Most of those getting "fully vaccinated" have effectively been spade or neutered!
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TheMagician
Joined On 9/22/2021 9:20:11 AM
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They simply do not have the intellectual capacity to understand all this. Another extremely important factor is obeying and

trusting authority. Medical experts tell them what to do...and they do it because they correctly believe the medical expert knows

more about this stuff than they do. I am the same way when I go to a car mechanic. Where it gets interesting is what happens if

the medical expert is not being honest? They won't know...unless someone like me or you starts handing them the red pill. At

the end of the day...they simply disregard what we have to say because we don't have the resume of the experts. All the

information we give them simply confuses them.
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Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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How do they know that the shots saved even one life?   Let's not make that assumption
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tenajyebba
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Excellent question. They dont. If they dont die they might now have died. without the vac eh. Only statistics will give us a

Probability statistical number. "I dont believe God plays dice with the Universe." (Albert Einstein)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Only because the lamestream media told them! My opinion of Big Pharma...they are not in the life saving business. They

SICKEN and KILL people! That's their "business model"!
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When someone responds they don't believe in "conspiracy theories", I thank them.  Then clearly JFK was killed by that magic bullet and

the laws of physics don't really apply.  That all the witnesses testimony of where the shooting noise came from was clearly wrong and

current sharpshooters were wrong in that using a guy of those times really could produce said results.  Oh and the entire Warren report

was needed to correct show there was no conspiracy.  They MUST be right and that conspiracies never happen.  If they have not run

away, I ask them what facts do they have as proof that the vaccine works?  Did they read the study themself?  Do they fully understand
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away, I ask them what facts do they have as proof that the vaccine works?  Did they read the study themself?  Do they fully understand

immune response?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You sound like me. Guess where the "I don't believe in conspiracy theories" got its roots? THE PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL system! It

is the single and largest conspiracy theory on the planet. It is nothing but brainwashing and indoctrination which is the

foundation for conspiracies around the world!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's sad and somewhat concerning, that we are still discussing this nonsense, more than a year and a half later! Well; the "good" news

is that we haven't seen any cases of the 5u in all that time - right?! I'm going to ask again: How many of you are sick and dying from

covid? I don't believe in "deadly" viruses that I've seen absolutely no "evidence" of. I haven't had so much as a sni�e, in all this time;

yet, I'm supposed/expected to be "Terrorized" by some Phantom cold Virus that apparently, has no interest in me?
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I suppose this is purely anecdotal but: Last year I knew of exactly one case of “covid”. It was a friend’s father who was in a

nursing home in NY. My friend’s dad was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 2013 and put in a home shortly after. In 2016, my friend

thought his father was going to die any day. He was gaunt and thin, not eating and no longer recognized my friend. Four years

later, he did die. Friend’s mother was told it was “covid”. And that’s the only person I know that had it.

This year, after many have been vaccinated:  my daughter got covid from being around her vaxxed father and his vaxxed

girlfriend. An admin of one of my Facebook health groups is now sick after exposure to her vaxxed family (the admin lost her

brother in law to the vax). The father of an old gaming friend died after being vaxxed.  Another friend of mine lost his mother

just after being vaxxed. Sadly this is only the beginning.  And remember only one person I knew got it last year. Supposedly.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cmeshine; you should have a look at this: fee.org/articles/physicians-say-hospitals-are-pressuring-er-docs-to-li..
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legendlina
Joined On 2/5/2011 11:15:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy- I , my 3 adult children, son in law & 4 yr old grandson also like you, none have have as much as a sni�e~ no colds, no 5u,

however, always we keep thinking we all will eventually get this- HA!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Legendlina; thanks for the reply. The fear tactics of the mainstream corporate media have worked amazingly well. It would be

wonderful if everyone would just take those idiotic, useless muzzles off their Breathing Apparatus - and BREATHE! Of course;

that is not going to happen. At this point, I can only take care of myself.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like I told Astonished, I convinced 3 people to get tested for the 5u after their positive covid-19 test. All 3 tested positive

for the 5u! It's simple math, my friend. This was the greatest con job of all time! I wish I could convince more people to DOUBLE

TEST (5u/covid) and document their results on a database. We could end this insanity in one month!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim; sometimes, it's very dixcult to be intelligent; having to deal with the mass of Lemmings that clearly have no ability to think

for themselves! One thing for sure...the shot is the Bioweapon!
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bcdctf
Joined On 8/20/2019 12:41:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My doctor was Hred for promoting a protocol that included Ivermectin. He was a good doctor and he is missed by so many. Time to

call out the doctors that are not prescribing a protocol to keep you off a ventilator. I call those doctors, Rockefeller Doctors.
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TheFacts
Joined On 6/1/2014 10:50:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The REALLY good, honest oath-keeping Doctors should be handing out "vaccine" certiHcates like candy... NO vaxx required!!

FIGHT the Deep State!  (But they are NOT doing this!)
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another bad thing about a ventilator is if you have one used on you, you will never sing the same again! Your voice is ruined.
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tenajyebba
Joined On 9/17/2021 2:57:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Theyb are consumed by FEAR. Loss of license, bounced from hospital staff, loss of insurance payment from their patients. END

OF CAREER. Loss of ability to make mortgage payments or get a loan. And so on says Vonnegut.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tenaj... Also the recent grads who would be unable to Hnd emolyment in health care and pay back their student loans.
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Veeski
Joined On 5/31/2021 2:47:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Australia: All the News is the reliable 100's of false positive PCR  “CASES” announced like heroic Football scores by a complicit

Media, but never the diagnosed “Real Cases”. We get, “Deaths”, but never "causes of death", sometimes "tested as a covid CASE, after

death". Nationally, Australia has nearly 80% of Hrst dose followed by 47% second dose, with the Govt promise, “Lock down ends at

80%”. But no. The 80% promise has become, “Don’t think because you are not “injected” that you Get a free pass. You will be locked

out of any/all social interactions”. Like food shopping, catching a bus, seeing a Doctor, buying prescriptions, watering the garden.

Australia  demands 100% masks, while demanding 1+2+3 injections, and still imposes Lock downs and quarantine if moving beyond

10 kilometres from home. Australia has become the "Pig Pharma’s International Test Leper Colony of New Colonialism".
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Play dumb games win dumb prizes.
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Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The death shot Hlled with assorted poisons CANNOT save any lives.

www.henrymakow.com/2021/07/how-long-do-vaccinated-have-to.html?fbclid=..
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Bernard_Bel
Joined On 8/22/2014 6:57:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“According to a retrospective study by the University of Ottawa Heart Institute, 1 in 1,000 mRNA injections (PHzer and Moderna) have

resulted in myopericarditis… ” The actual  ratio is 1 in 25,000. Informed about this error, authors withdrew the preprint. Read

www.cbc.ca/news/health/covid-19-vaccine-study-error-anti-vaxxers-1.618..  for more details.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since myopericarditis almost certainly leads to death within 5 years, that is still much worse than the COVID risk for the age

group among the population.
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HollyBerries
Joined On 3/27/2021 5:49:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't the authors use a denominator from Ottawa from June 1 through July 31 for mRNA vaccines ONLY, not total of vaccines

administered since the beginning of the pandemic?  So how are they wrong?  The number your link says should be used is for all

vaccines given in that period.  Just want to make sure the Canadian government isn't pressuring the authors.
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Costa Rica the Government announced that vaccines are obligatory from today on.

😥😥😥😥😥😥
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Try try again
Joined On 8/12/2006 2:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am one of those "nuts" who refuses to "drink the Cool-Aid." I'm glad to Hnd that I made the right decision. By the way, Russel Brand, I

think you are adorable. I'll admit, I had a problem with some of your British pronunciations, but had the written words to refer to.
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GoFigure560
Joined On 8/15/2009 8:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of bad side effects ,  Dr. Shallenberger mentioned a major study making a comparison between  countries with a high

vaccination rate in 2019 versus other countries with low 2019  vaccination rates.  The folks over 65 in the 2019 high vax countries

were 440 times more likely to die from Covid-19 than the folks over 65 from the countries with the low vax rate in 2019.
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ofmeising
Joined On 11/18/2013 12:20:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim: In response to your request for a link re aspirating injections I wasn't able to directly message you but here's all I've got. I'm

not a medical person (my background is zoolology) but I saw the situation pointed out by Dr. John Campbell who's a doctor of nursing

in England. To see his video about it, go to You Tube and search "Dr. John Campbell Inadvertant intravenous injections". Hope this

helps!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bottom line: if these jabs were indeed safe and effective, there would be careful and scrupulous accounting of each and every

suspected adverse event, and all pertinent actual Hgures would be plain, understandable, and out in the open.
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So who is to be trusted. Russell Brand selfacknowledged Illuminati openly wearing their insigna when engaged to Katy Perry.  Noone

leaves that organisation and stays alive unless in hiding. Let alone gets a Media platform that is growing bigger and bigger in the

alternative corner. Also photographed with David Icke in infamous London Pedophile club. Controlled Opposition everywhere,

manipulating our minds when we did not fall for the Mindprogramming lies by Mainstream Media.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pretend vaccine may help No people/animals and may destroy health/kill/weaken the population. It is a bio-weapon from a lab like

Lyme was a bio-weapon from Plum Island lab. Ban Bio-weapon labs. Fauci/Gates needs to be stopped/held accountable and all

involved. It makes the Spike protein nonstop which people/animals may shed and wears out the immune system. Their goal was to kill

off 90% of the people by the weaponized virus/weaponized vaccine/weather warfare...hurricanes/tornadoes/hot/cold/5oods/drought

and Hres from

Directed energy weapons/earthquakes from HAARP etc.. /trash the food/trash the fuel/GMO with Roundup/fake meat and food/drugs

that hurt and only cover symptoms/street drugs and more. They don't want to save lives, but kill off people for Agenda 21...the Great

Reset for the New World order/UN/China/"the left" to take over and play god on this earth which is their playground. They are trying to

trash the economy/money/jobs/indoctrinate in schools and more. Pray. God is real.  May the corruption be exposed and stopped and

people held accountable. This is Spiritual warfare...between God's side and the "dark side".
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Gertrue
Joined On 3/15/2019 6:27:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just read an article that a far worse MERS bioweapon that DARPA refused to allow is coming.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2025 is the next plandemic called SPARS that will be 10X worse and last 3 years Bill Gates says. Stop Fauci/Gates NOW! They

have been doing this for many years. Fauci may have sent every virus during the last 7 presidents to make money/lower the

population. They are pyschopaths..enjoy killing off people and making a proHt at the same time. 2024 is the fake Alien invasion.

They want all accomplished by the year 2030 in their agenda.
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Oldskoolie
Joined On 9/28/2021 5:41:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The experimental slurry hasn't saved a single person. Nor has any vaccine. They have one goal with these slurries. Making life long

customers for big pharma. Actually calling these stabs a vaccine is a LIE. Calling it a vaccine is helping pharma and Fauci. It must stop

NOW.
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mirzel
Joined On 6/30/2021 3:09:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This study was withdrawn because the data used were not correct: www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.09.13.21262182v2
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one is being "saved" by Covid shots... Bioweapons don't save anyone...that's like suggesting lives were saved by the use of nuclear

weapons, knowing how many lives were destroyed by the use, and legacy testing and development of nuclear weapons, still putting

people into early graves, depleted uranium being the recent culprit.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For all who are interested as the link to the pdf was deleted, here is the article that posted it. The Spartacus Letter

www.theautomaticearth.com/.../spartacus
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gal28271
Joined On 11/5/2016 12:35:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr ive been convinced for years that vaccines are wrong for people. I just dont know why money talks and the health of US citizens

goes down year after year. Im disgusted with big pharma and think they should be abolished. Havent they made enough money to last

a lifetime and beyond?
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Steve Kirsch is correct (and I think he is) then more than 35,000 thousand people have died in the 90+   age group out of 53,000.  So

that mean only 18,000 people in that age group are left living in Israel.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Non-PC Memes CDC Changes the DeHnition of Vaccines while Switzerland Changes the DeHnition of Marriage to Legalize Gay

Marriage and the Right for Homosexuals to Adopt Child Sex Slaves, Sept. 27, 2021, The deceptions and corruption is all encompassing

full spectrum. if one cannot point out the enemy in a war, you lose, pure and simple.

dailystormer.su/switzerland-to-legalize-gay-marriage-and-the-right-for..  ~dailystormer.su/.../6116.png

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/b0a5ea62e349042e50785331f1a..

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/bq-5cb7557a50503.jpeg  Switzerland is just catching up with America and the world.

Can you see them yet? They are trying to tell us. fakeotube.com/.../can-you-see-them-yet  ~www.youtube.com/watch

 ~www.youtube.com/watch  ~www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q  The Ship Is Sinking Fast ,and you're trapped

below deck. www.bitchute.com/.../yx06x2dJnTRc  ~www.bitchute.com/.../Yi86FNsI4gMd  ~www.bitchute.com/.../qiSSqbll667s  

Norm MacDonald Style Humour politically incorrect truth:

dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/0913e38132822f42af05cdadf18197..

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/1555261571390-618x458-1.jpe..

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/1555257605048-618x594-1.jpe..

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/7a60d1e1e1ec2b6170d0d05b14e..  ~dailystormer.su/.../1632565574075.png

 ~dailystormer.su/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/9-C33-B6-A6-8758-41-E1-908-..  ~dailystormer.su/.../refugee-boy.jpeg

 ~dailystormer.su/.../1554081736935.png  ~dailystormer.su/.../FAMCrLPVcAQGK1-.jpg
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert; never mind, Canada...can you tell me what 'planet' I was born on? I know it can't be this one!
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jasondulle
Joined On 9/24/2021 4:28:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The paper referenced in footnotes 9 and 11 has been withdrawn due to data errors.
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you agree, please share. If you disagree, please state why. Thanks!

 www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10223898426707385&set=a.4169680599135
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree,  the deaths are much higher than 15k.
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NeilDavid
Joined On 9/27/2021 6:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could someone help me with Dr. Kirsch’s math? I’d like to get it but I just don’t: - He says 4 non-US studies have found 411 “excess

deaths” per mission vaccine doses. Where is the backup?  - Using that rate and 390 million doses given in the US alone, there would be

160,000 excess deaths due to vaccines, and yet VAERS (see OpenVAERS website “red boxes”) shows a little more than 15,000 thru

9-17. - In the article he applies the 411 rate to US doses at the time of writing, and says there were 115,000 deaths due to vaccines. He

then goes on to say that it’s 2x the number of lives saved. Where is the backup to this “lives saved” number? - The NIH, with obvious

self-interest in showing many lives saved, says in a study released Aug 26 that in the period Dec 21 thru May 9, their modeling shows

that vaccines have saved 139,000 lives.  (Source: www.contemporarypediatrics.com/view/looking-at-how-many-lives-have-bee..  ) So I

don’t understand where some of his data comes from nor do I understand the 2:1 ratio. Thank you.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great post!
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 3 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. Use as soon as possible after injection.

1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the

wet sponges. Do it immediately after injection as soon as possible. See how to make this in 5 minutes at:

 https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium volt method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at

injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video. www.youtube.com/watch    3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito

bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks.

See video: www.youtube.com/watch  

It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body 5uids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy the

butter5y tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon and ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL

MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE

OFFERED.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Demand PCR cycles data, the only way to win. Out of 133 comments, only 1 mentioned PCR, Mr. Veeski, sir.
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mat4984
Joined On 5/24/2018 9:15:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every household should own a nebulizer and nebulize with Food grade hydrogen peroxide and saline. This kills the virus

freeworldnews.tv/watch
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because that single extra oxygen atom. Same with ozone ... www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7595067   Capsid surface proteins,

as well as membrane receptors present on enveloped viruses, are the Hrst targets of ozone because it reacts directly with

amino acids and functional groups of proteins. This leads to various consequences both on the structure of the virus, which is

compromised, and on its infectious capacity because the speciHc viral receptors used by the virus to bind to host cells and

invade them are altered.

Furthermore, ozone damages the membranes of the enveloped viruses through peroxidation of phospholipids and generating

numerous reactive oxygen species (ROS) capable of damaging also other viral macromolecules [9, 14, 20, 21]. In addition,

ozone can inactivate viruses by causing damage to their genetic material, both DNA and RNA [14, 22]. The main mechanisms by

which ozone acts on viruses, therefore, are due to the direct oxidation of various molecules and, indirectly, with the generation

of ROS. Ozone was shown to be highly effective to inactivate the SARS virus, in fact, it shows an inactivation rate not lesser than

99% [12].

The novel SARS-CoV2 (2019), an enveloped virus like all other coronaviruses, shows 80% of genome sequence similarity to

SARS-CoV (2002) and this suggests that ozone could be equally effective also on the novel coronavirus [12, 18]. In conclusion,

although the existing scientiHc literature supports the effectiveness of ozone in the inactivation of viruses, there are very few

studies about it on the SARS virus e not still a single study about its exciency of inactivation on SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, in the

absence of scientiHc literature, it is possible to assume that ozone is equally effective in inactivating SARS-CoV-2, however

speciHc studies must be conducted to know also the ozone dose and effective exposure times.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just go to an ozone bar. https://theozonebar.net/
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sandrawalter
Joined On 3/8/2010 12:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you  for ALL that you do to help inform us of the truth behind the lies that we are being fed. Please share what you know about

the Monoclonal Antibodies via IV that are being given. Are they safe? Do they lesson the length and severity of Covid. A RN who trusts

you. Bless you.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even more to the point---are the jabs actually "saving" ANY LIVES?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes how true it is......"there is a sucker born every minute...and two to take him" ...... So lets see.....about 2/3 the USA took 'DaJab" one

or more...so by 2025 the USA will be minus 200 million people..so that means  there will be a lot of extra  stiffs lying around.,, mostly

dead...So the military will be called out to scoop up the aftermath....and by 2027 the USA population will be around 50 million....as

 millions more will be  dead from ingesting fake meat and assorted infections and ignorance .... Ahhhh..what a wonder place to

live..........lol.....oh and BTW........keep paying them taxes.. Maybe Ill buy stock in the funeral industries.....hummm
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, I know... but I was wondering if the "defund the police" movement is really about stopping police to end the war on drugs.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On top of the obscene proHts from the ineffective, injurious and lethal covid shots, this means fortunes in other drugs for treatment of
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On top of the obscene proHts from the ineffective, injurious and lethal covid shots, this means fortunes in other drugs for treatment of

victims of private and public agents' greed for money and power. ... "According to a retrospective study by the University of Ottawa

Heart Institute, 1 in 1,000 mRNA injections (PHzer and Moderna) have resulted in myopericarditis, i.e. in5ammation of the heart or

heart sack, within one month of the shot, although symptom onset typically occurred within days"
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“COVID Jabs Are Killing Two People for Every Person Saved“ Hey wasn’t that the plan from day one for Klaus Schwab, George Soros,

Bill Gates and the rest of the globalists come?
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t get how they could “save” anybody. If it screws up the playlets and in 2-3 years we see bad results, how is it saving anybody?
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, unfortunately I need a deHnition of the term ‘third booster’.  To me, that refers to a third booster after the initial 2-shot program.

 So, are the initial 2-shots being called ‘boosters’ = 3 jabs.  Or, are there Hve jabs total here?  And it’s only the Hfth one that is the new

one?
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Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 in total.... now.   5 will be in a few months.  But the new booster, which is the only one FDA approved is called comerity

(spelling probably wrong) however -- it isn't out on the market yet, people are getting the old shot again and are unaware.
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skm352021
Joined On 9/27/2021 10:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“NO weapon that is formed against you will succeed; And you will condemn every tongue that accuses you in judgment. This is the

heritage of the servants of the LORD, And their vindication is from Me,” declares the LORD. Isaiah 54:17
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TheFacts
Joined On 6/1/2014 10:50:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good info: www.bitchute.com/.../Ft818miUQLsS
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TheFacts
Joined On 6/1/2014 10:50:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the Comirnaty poison even available yet?  It looked like a SCAM to get people to think all available PHzer death-jabs were

"approved"... so they could get rid of all the excess vials of the unapproved stuff quickly... And I thought the FDA required PHzer to

disclose what is actually in their poisonous "vaccine"... that was supposed to be around NOW... no?  Did the FDA allow an extension or

a cancellation of this requirement??
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TheMagician
Joined On 9/22/2021 9:20:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. I spent some time looking to see when it was coming out and the answer is about a year from now.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the boxed summary of the interview with Jessica Rose, PhD: "If there’s no causal relationship between the shots and adverse

events, we would expect side effects to occur at any given point between the vaccination date and symptom onset. This is not what

we’re seeing. Death, for example, dramatically spikes within the Hrst few days post-injection, and rapidly falls off after day 10."

Shouldn't the Hrst sentence read, "If there’s no causal relationship between the shots and adverse events, we would [NOT] expect side

effects to occur at any given point between the vaccination date and symptom onset." ?
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NanaBarbg
Joined On 4/20/2020 9:42:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last year was the second time I received the 5u shot, never again. I received the PHzer vaccine in Feb/March. Since then I seem to

have more sleeping problems, going to sleep, staying asleep. I have had some sleep issues prior to the shot. Is this a side affect, of

course there is no real list to Hnd on the internet and unfortunately we can’t look for past issues on Dr Mercola

☹

?
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone needs to go to funeral homes and track the dead! Why don’t we hear of funeral homes being overrun and why doesn’t the

news look into their numbers! Who are they protecting? Who is paying them to keep quite?
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ellie, Would be interesting to know if while morticians are dealing (or whatever its called) with the dead if they wear masks or

not.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Morticians do wear masks when dealing with dead bodies. I used to be married to one
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Add as Friend  Send Message

according to a nurse friend, it's big pharma who is paying them all.  Mortuaries were instructed to reduce their employees to half

at the beginning of this, so they would be overwhelmed.
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An actor and comedian gives us better information than the MSM.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, and here's Michael O'Bernicia, another comedian from the UK on the history of this topic:

www.thebernician.net/globalist-banker-predicted-scamdemic-genocide-of-..
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rNagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Based on VAERS data, there have been two lives lost for every one saved. 1) When you consider that they tend to report  only events

that occur within two weeks of the shots, there are far more lives lost. 2) Even those that have events within two weeks are

underreported, as well. 3) And the 7,662 deaths in VAERS in early September concerns me because a few months ago it was over

12,000 then over 14,000. This suggests they are removing death reports from VAERS.
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have time, listen to this warning. I hope Dr M see’s this:

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/uk-funeral-director-blows-whistle-on-vac..
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is sooo last week? Thanks for re-posting.
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Thanks ghHnn,  very credible fella, so I hope everyone listens. It occured to me that the fact mortuaries were instructed to

reduce their employees at the beginning of this is because they knew deaths would decrease because no one was out driving or

drinking.  They needed to boost fear, not reduce it.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hold onto faith saints. Do not fear these adversaries. The Lord is the Resurrection and the Life. The soil of America will soon

transHgure with all borders sealed. By spiritual law, I cannot see how one saint buried on this soil can fail to rise from the dead when

the soil transHgures. My Held is the spiritual science of miracle working power of dominion. I am personally fully unknown in live and

in person public ministry. Because when I appear in public ministry, then my spiritual gifts activate into active operation. And all my

spiritual gifts are "preset" to accelerate quickly to full transHguration. That's why I don't come out to minister except to preserve and

protect the true church unto and upon American soil because I carry the spiritual weaponry of full transHguration of the true church

and full annihilation physically of the "666 beast system" on American soil. I know what I know.

What you are seeing in Revelation 12 in one aspect is a woman who was born again in Heaven in an experience of full immersive

revelatory power of the Lord in His Glory. That's my salvation experience. It is an automatic cause and effect enduement of power to

activate the power gift of faith to fully transHgure in public ministry on earth. I understand it because it is my experience, calling, and

commission. My insight is Hrsthand; not observational. I know my commission. "God-given inalienable rights" are just that: defended

Personally by the Lord God Omnipotent. The Kingdom come, not the Constitution, is the ways and means.

The Lord Himself is the Sovereign Protectorate of His church. It is not through the government of man that life and liberty truly are

preserved. Because I am emerging to manifest the Lord Himself as the One True Sovereign Protectorate of His true church, I will

simply manifest His Glory in miracle working power to bring His Kingdom wholeshot. Entering the Kingdom takes seeing the Kingdom:

the Lord's Glory revealed.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many have died...and many more will die until our commitment has been fulHlled!  LBJ 1964 on his administration's continuation of

Vietnam War. No one at 1616 Pennsylvania ave gives a hoot if you or loved ones perish.  They don't care about you!
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would think they care if we don’t die.
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theWellSeasonedWoman
Joined On 8/29/2011 7:07:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One might think people would notice if large numbers of people were dying immediately or soon after their COVID shots, one might

think that would make the nightly news and end up on the front page.  But NOOOOO, it's a huge coverup by everyone including those of

us who got the vaccine and are FINE, our relatives who got the vaccine and are FINE, by every public health oxcial making tremendous

efforts to answer people's questions, every politician who has also been vaccinated and is FINE. the "excess deaths" statistics are

being misused, reputable public health researchers use that metric to assess whether there are deaths over what has been historical

year over year that can't be attributed to speciHc causes.  

"Excess deaths are typically deHned as the difference between the observed numbers of deaths in speciHc time periods and expected

numbers of deaths in the same time periods. This visualization provides weekly estimates of excess deaths by the jurisdiction in

which the death occurred."  Fullfact.org the CDC website has these stats so you can look at them yourselves (unless of course you

think everyone at the CDC is in on the grand conspiracy)  

"Counts of deaths from all causes of death, including COVID-19, are presented. As some deaths due to COVID-19 may be assigned to

other causes of deaths (for example, if COVID-19 was not diagnosed or not mentioned on the death certiHcate), tracking all-cause

mortality can provide information about whether an excess number of deaths is observed, even when COVID-19 mortality may be

undercounted. Additionally, deaths from all causes excluding COVID-19 were also estimated. Comparing these two sets of estimates

— excess deaths with and without COVID-19 — can provide insight about how many excess deaths are identiHed as due to COVID-19,

and how many excess deaths are reported as due to other causes of death. These deaths could represent misclassiHed COVID-19

deaths, or potentially could be indirectly related ..."
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StarPowerVitD
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The FDA has become the Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval. Both are purchased and have nothing to do with the safety, excacy or

quality of the product with either label. The FDA is less than meaningless, and has become the MOST serious threat to public health.
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I guess we did not learn our lesson from the Boeing 737MAX airplane crashes
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to say this. The FDA and CDC have effectually moved to implement totalitarianism in America. These are unelected public

oxcials now practicing genocide, taking economic  control of housing as well as employment. Implementing vaccination, regulation,

taxation, etc.  without representation. Making America fascist / communist. That is a signiHcant political change. They refuse to back

off their political coup after 18 months or more... And declare their coup permanent. This is a political fascist communist coup. This

issue needs addressed.

I have already made my comments on how an Act of God will address this overthrow of the rights of Americans to life and liberty. But

this fascist communist takeover by the FDA and CDC needs spotlighted please. The fact that the pharmaceutical industry is stated to

"run" the FDA and CDC... The medical industry including hospitals, scientists, doctors, nurses, etc... plus a takeover of housing,

employment etc...  means that corporations have taken over the entire government of the US in a political fascist communist coup.

This is why an Act of God is necessitated. This is what is called biblically "Great Tribulation" taking shape.

America is the one national soil that prevents worldwide takeover of the NWO commencing what is biblically called "Great Tribulation".

 Now, the NWO moves to overthrow the rights of Americans to life and liberty. The events of the apocalypse beginning are moving to

actualization. Revelation 12 and 18 will fulHll on American soil. I can personally guarantee that. My feet are moving. My ministry will

soon appear publicly. People "think" that Revelation 12 and 18 will fulHll by an Act of God apart from human agency? No. This is the

New Testament. God never works apart from human agency. Israel had Moses as human agency in the Old Testament. See Great

Tribulation plagues? See the 2 witnesses followed by the 144,000 as human agency. The woman of Revelation 12 is human agency.

Me. Here I come.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello all.......listen to this, www.redvoicemedia.com/video/2021/09/funeral-director-reveals-horror-az..   Thanks all.
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somplsboy
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:51:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many are convinced that Australia ( a very young democratic country) is the test pilot for the coming heavy authoritarianism that will

dovetail with vaccine mandates and perennial 'booster' shots which may include substances to in5uence behavior and thought; as to

permit control not unlike the days of monarchs who were 'chosen by God' to lead their realm.

The rise and  power of tech and surveillance Hrms now dwarf the former titans of commerce (fossil fuel companies) and governments

have welcomed this partnership as they believe that the last 150 years of a 'middle class' was always going to be a brief 'concession';

where productivity and gains HAD to be shared or the once powerful unions would cause the operations to seize. We are now in the

early stages of re-feudalization and as monarchs did in the recent past, standing armies behaved with savage  impunity to ensure the

kings and queens remained at the top of the pyramid while those below were exploited and sacriHced with caprice.

See the YT below for some trenchant commentary on how the police in Victoria are being used to terrorize the citizenry into

compliance with all edicts including the world record holder for 'stay at home' (lockdown) orders or face massive Hnes and beatings if

one dares to protest. Note: Australia has no Bill of Rights (like the USA) and whatever 'rights' they do have, they're being ignored. This

is what the enormous power and money  that is concentrated in the hands of a few companies (including big pharma) look like as they

behave with impunity to achieve their 'objectives'. Beware friends in the USA, UK and Europe and other freedom -loving nations- if

Australia can be subjugated under these powerful entities with the assent of governments, it will be just a matter of time before this

model expands to your location. www.youtube.com/watch
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been watching the situation in Australia and watched a video of them yesterday on Twitter Hghting back - driving the

police away.  It was encouraging but I am wondering when Americans will do as much. What is wrong with people in America?

 Have all the hormones in the water suppressed testosterone?  Why the complacency?  Or are all of the armed Americans going

to strike when push becomes shove? Police have turned into thugs who regularly traumatize, abuse, and murder with impunity; I

see it constantly on The Free Thought Project - many of the stories heartbreaking.

The elite own the police force - top brass in police are Freemasons.   We the People must Hnd a way to get through to the rank

and Hle police - those with a conscience.  They may hold a job now and have their egos stroked that they are part of an

exclusive club and get their yahoos by cracking skulls but they should be reminded that they're only being used - the elite will

turn on them in due time as they only want 500,000 and they have no place held for them.  Please make a visit to a local police

force and hand them a printed copy of the real goals behind this lie and warn them that they will be disposed of after being

used.  This is going to come down to We the People acting in our own behalf and turning one heart at a time away from the

darkness. One heart at a time.  Let's do this.
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That's the problem with countries that virtually have no guns. Australia has very strict gun laws. My wife was offered a

Professor/Research Scientist position in Melburn. We went there for 2 weeks and she had a 5 day conference there. I

researched the gun laws there and it was horriHc. They advised me to stay in the USA! I told my wife there is NO WAY I could live

there. My reasoning (at the time) would have come off as someone that might be paranoid schizophrenic. I saw Australia as a

future China strong hold. My wife was very upset. Five years later she is saying "OMG, YOU WERE RIGHT"! One of the reasons

for going to Australia was location. It was very close to Asia. My wife is S. Korean. It would have been very easy to take 1 day of

vacation and 5y to S. Korea for a 3 day weekend to visit friends and family. After reviewing Australia's gun laws, their alliance

with China (largest "china town" in the world), and other restrictions I said NO WAY!
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Also, video of CEO of PHzer admits he is not vaccinated, laughs nervously saying he wants everyone to have the vaccine before him,

and then said he's healthy he doesn't need it, here on this video interview, I mean who ever heard of a lame excuse like this, watch

video. I see some have replied with a picture showing that the CEO did in fact get the shot. But How do we really know what was in that

shot. Anyone can fake a picture showing they got a shot. One must not believe everything they think they see, this Hst video speaks

volumes about this man, saying he is healthy and does not need a vaccine. What CEO of any company would say they don't need their

product. Very suspect to me and others. www.youtube.com/watch
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twitter.com/.../1369734954498818052
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Reuters: Albert Bourla, the CEO of PHzer, received his second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on March 10, 2021. Still, in August

2021, users on social media have referred to an outdated article that states he had to cancel a trip for not being fully vaccinated

as if it were new.
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Mehlinda
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Thank you for sending the twitter news feed of the CEO of PHzer getting the shot, but how do we really know what was in that

needle, anyone can fake a picture, and a passport. Notice needle is clear, has not touched his skin, notice what is under his right

sleeve in the picture. twitter.com/.../1369942395299766274
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Furthermore high dose vitamin D in the range of 40000 to 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and

continuing for at least 3 weeks after will reduce/nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. Those who study the below and

can join the dots and take action will minimize the harm from vaccines.  D3 acts as an immune modulator to vaccine injections so that

over reaction and in5ammation is reduced substantially. All the D3 information is available at sites. https://vitamindwiki.com  

/COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D+-+studies%2C+reports%2C+videos  The blue writing means it's a hyperlink to the research study

and you can click on it. Some people fail to realize this. The base site is https://vitamindwiki.com     and lists 72 illnesses that can be

addressed with the correct dose of D3.
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lookingintoit
Joined On 3/30/2021 8:13:01 PM
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Jessica Rose isn't aware that people aren't being Hred  they're just being escorted  out of the building telling them that they aren't Hred

but they must leave.
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When you are "escorted" out of the building you are FIRED! She is very aware of the situation. I've witnessed it!
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Why do countries want to kill off their own citizens, which leaves only the anti-vaccine groups and "thinkers" left for countries to rule

over?  You would think, logically, they would want to rid themselves of the "thinkers," so they could easily rule over the lower classes

since they need drones to carry out their corporate goals.  None of this makes sense and so many are getting sick and dying from the

virus.  BTW......the USA Hnally exceeded the total number of deaths that occurred during the pandemic of 1918.  What an

accomplishment, since here we are over 100 years later and still unable to save lives during a massive worldwide pandemic.  Nothing

seems to change and humans appear to not learn from history.  I rarely ever take a vaccine but I live in nature and see pandemics in

the natural world every day around me.  Doesn't take a genius to realize a massive health crisis has overtaken our world.  Just look

outside at nature.  While we continue to destroy our planet, we are also suffering the consequences of our actions.  Covid is just

another symptom, of many, killing us all.
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The thinkers they approve of are getting saline shots.  And we have open borders because we will need those new stupid people

who can be sent back soon after the need is over.  The death count is not real.  No one has died of Covid in my city of 12,000

people, but they try to tell us that 5 have, but it's not true - in a small town we all know.
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The only people dying from the virus have underlying conditions. Healthy people (people who don't require any medications)

don't die from this. Now ask yourself, WHY would a doctor, nurse, clinic, or hospital tell you "I'm sorry, but you have

Covid-19.....you must go home and QUARANTINE for 2 weeks...........we have no treatments or protocols for you to take or

follow...........just go home and stay there......if you turn blue in the face then dial 911 and you will be rushed to the hospital and

placed on a ventilator". In the HISTORY of medicine in the USA NO ONE has ever been denied treatments for ANYTHING! We

have proven effective treatments for this infection. The Hrst one being Hydroxychloriquine (HCQ) that Anthony Fauci said in

2005 was a miracle cure for coronavirus infections. He was referencing Sars-Cov-1: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318

Fast forward to 2020 and we have Sars-Cov-1's Hrst cousin, Sars-Cov-2, leak from a lab in China and infect the world.

Immediately, countries around the world gave HCQ EUA to give early treatment for Covid-19 infections. They have been very

successful. They got this idea to use HCQ from our own NIH study from 2005. Fauci even spoke at a press conference declaring

HCQ a miracle cure for SARS. Now he claims it doesn't work and that he never said it did....Sars-Cov-1 and Sar-cov-2 both

enter/infect the cells using the same pathway. So any drug/chemical that works for one will work for the other. We don't have a

different antiviral for each strain of 5u.
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That brings us to hospitalization and treatment. Once you succumb to the virus and get a SECONDARY lung infection

(pneumonia) they bring you into the ICU. Then they put you on Remdesivir (RDR), a ventilator is strapped on, and they put you in

a medically induced coma. RDR causes kidney failure. Sars-Cov-2 causes kidney damage due to the Ace-2 receptors on the

kidneys. Sars-Cov-2 was designed (enhanced) to speciHcally attach to Ace-2. So the kidneys are already compromised when

they pump your arteries full of  RDR. RDR causes kidney/renal failure. It has been proven to be ineffective against Ebola which is

a very similar virus. The US's own NIAID conducted this study in Africa and concluded that monoclonal antibodies were a safer

and more effective antiviral treatment (fewer people died) than Remdesivir. That study was completed in Aug 2019. Anthony

Fauci is over the NIAID! www.niaid.nih.gov/.../ebola-treatment  

Then the WHO sends a warning out about the risks of using Remdesivir to treat covid-19: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33340409

 It's still being administered today to treat ICU covid-19 patients. Here's a prime example. A 20 year old Idaho women dies within

24 hours of being admitted to the ICU for covid-19. She was not blue in the face and she wasn't even coughing. She was posting

videos on Instagram to her mother right before they put her in a coma. She died within 24 hours of KIDNEY FAILURE! They

conveniently declare you have pneumonia before knocking you out, ventilating you, and then injecting you with Remdesivir.

Immediately, your kidney function declines and causes 5uid retention. GUESS WHAT???! THEY HAVE AN I-V SALINE DRIP

GOING AS YOUR KIDNEYS SHUT DOWN!! You drown to death!
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I don't know if she had any comorbidities, but she has a very round/large face. Most young/overweight people still have thin-ish

faces. The face doesn't blow up like a balloon until you get about 30-ish. She is obviously overweight and probably obese. She

may not be either. She may have been bloated due to water retention (kidney disease). So, to answer your question, "Why do

countries want to kill off their own citizens, which leaves only the anti-vaccine groups and "thinkers" left for countries to rule

over" is simple. They want everyone who doesn't contribute to the system dead. Everyone that taxes the system (drags it down)

makes us less productive as a country. They could not have designed a virus/disease or a treatment for it that is better at

getting rid of all the non-productive people than this!

Even if you are working, but you are morbidly obese the statistics show your health insurance cost employers and the

government more money than a thin employee does. These people miss more days of work than thin people do.  This disease is

perfect for taking out all the obese, all of the retired elderly, and everyone on disability. If the disease doesn't kill you the vaccine

and/or the hospitalization will. Just look who helped us do the gain-of-function research on this: CHINA! They are facing a crisis

that they made themselves with their ONE CHILD law! When you have a population that can't have children your elderly (retired)

soon start to outnumber the children that will soon be of working age. So China is having a crisis of elderly that require

government assistance. The USA is having an OBESETY pandemic. China and the USA collaborated on the creation of a novel

coronavirus that can get rid of both problems simultaneously and make it look like an accident.
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Last, but not least is S. Korea. They have done better than 90% of all countries with advanced medical systems and they are in

the top 80% overall for the FEWEST deaths from Covid-19. Click on this link to worldometers, scroll down to the excell-like

spreadsheet, and click on the the top of the column for Deaths/Million. Then scroll down to 174th place. That's S. Korea!

www.worldometers.info/coronavirus  Guess what their protocol has been since Jan 2020 for covid-19? Whether you test

positive and are asymptomatic or test negative and are symptomatic it doesn't matter. You have a mandatory 3 day

hospitalization and they put you on a HYDROXYCLORIQUINE, Z-Pak/Zithromax (antibiotic), Zinc, and an HIV antiviral.

If your symptoms improve or you never develop symptoms you are sent home to Hnish your 14 day quarantine. The results

speak for themselves. They had ZERO lockdowns and ZERO shutdowns. They didn't even shut down the public schools. What a

FARCE the US medical system is. The reason S. Korea chose this pathway of treatment and mitigation is from the research our

own NIH and NIAID has provided the world over the last 50 years. THEY FOLLOWED THE SCIENCE! Here's an article

documenting S. Korea using HCQ for covid-19 and questioning the USA for not using the very drug they promoted for this 15

years ago! blogs.timesoHsrael.com/hydroxychloroquine-used-by-korea-for-covid-19-..
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Those who are mentally impaired and those who  lack the ability  to analyze data will get the shot because  choice has been taken

 from them. Think old folks in nursing facilities and children in school. Those who cannot afford to lose their jobs will also get the shot

 because there is no way to refuse. Think  20-60 year olds. Those who are lazy and don't want to take their time to determine the facts

will all submit.  Think a huge number of people who are the targets of a program of propaganda that in5uences them  to indulge their

fears.  Heart attacks and congestive heart failure are not a problem compared to the power of Covid to alter their lives.
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Wow, another informative article— thank you Dr. Mercola. One of the few people who truly deserve the title! I’ve been reading these

articles for over a year now, and always learn so much from the comment section, too. I found a video maybe many have already seen,

but is worth sharing. rumble.com/vlmsmn-2030-unmasked-for-those-preparing-for-whats-coming-a..  It is long— I suggest treating it

like a movie, though (and your attention will be held probably more so than by an actual movie). It condenses and explains very well

how we got here over the course of many generations. So glad we still have this site to share and learn from!
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Taliban vs Vaccines. “In just over Hve weeks since assuming control of Afghanistan, the Taliban have clearly demonstrated that they

are not serious about protecting or respecting human rights. We have already seen a wave of violations, from reprisal attacks and

restrictions on women, to crackdowns on protests, the media and civil society,” said Dinushika Dissanayake, with Amnesty, in a

statement.

Me: And those behind vaccines care about human rights: theexpose.uk/2021/09/26/two-top-pathologists-reveal-astonishing-result..

 ~ theexpose.uk/2021/09/13/german-chief-pathologist-sounds-alarm-on-fatal..  Vaccine contents by Dr Young:

www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-gr..  Well worth a read!!

drasticresearch.Hles.wordpress.com/2021/09/main-document-preempt-volu..
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I just come to know my mechanic who did not vaccinate is now fatally ill on ventilator from Covid variant. He instructed his mother and

brothers to get vaccinated. I hope he pulls through.  I do not know anyone so far who has been affected from vaccination but I do know

fatality from those who were unvaccinated. So please for your family sake please get vaccinated.
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